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Democratic Party Chairman,
Under Fire From Ford, Steps
Down From Position Wednesday
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Convention
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 10, 1971
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and
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Navy
Fla.,
quality of life for Kentuckians in through July 2 at the Murray
A bazaar and numnage sdie ORLANDO,
variety of household itesm and
Others attending the meeting Palmersville, Tenn., will present
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coming years will depend to a State University Pool, according will be held at the Curb Market Seaman Apprentice Danny W.
her Senior Art Exhibition at the Sheriff's office is continuing.
clothing.
and Mrs. were as follows:
great extent on the quality of the to Mrs. Jean D. Blankenship, room in the Court House at Pans, Paschall, son of Jr.'
Mrs. Albert Cash, Graves Exhibition Hal of the Fine Arts
candidates elected in November. executive secretary of the Tenn.,on Saturday, June 12. from Charles 0. Paschall of Route
Mrs. David Dean, Fulton building at Murray State
County,
was
Murray,
"The Republican party in chapter.
ONE CITED
eight a.m. to five p.m , sponsored SEven, Box 67,
Mrs. J. D. Childress, University.
County,
at
training
Kentucky has a responsibility to
person was cited for unOne
by the Little Rock United graduated from basic
Exhibition
will
be
The
open
House,
Bill
Mrs.
County,
the Recruit Training Command, Ballard
continue responsible government Classes will be held from three Methodist Church
lecessary noise on Wednesday at
Hickman County,,Mrs. Maxine from two to seven p.m. on Sunday
Orlando, Fla
for the people of Kentucky," to four p.m. and from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. by the Murray Police
Partly cloudy today and
Griffin, Agent„ Mrs. Dauveen and from eight a.m. to ten p.m. 1:30
SHRINE CLUB
Nunn told some 400 *omen p.m. if enough instructors and
Department.
tonight. High today low to mid
The Murray-Calloway County
Roper, Agent, Mrs. W. R. Bone, Monday through Friday, starting
delegates.
aids volunteer, the secretary Shrine Club will have its monthly'
FREE PUPPIES
110a. low tonight 62 to 66. InCarlisle County, Mrs. Ray Lynn, Sunday, June 13, and continuing
The governor said Kentucky's said. Renewals on certificates
SAVE 12e
creasing cloudiness with a
fellowship breakfast at the
Ballard County, Mrs. Leon through Friday, June 18.
The coupon in Storey's Food
chance of showers Friday, high in future should not be decided on a will be issued to those who assist, Holiday Inn on Sunday, June 13. Seven week old, black and Henderson, McCracken County, Mrs. Griffith will receive her B.
upper 80s. Probability of partisan basis, but rather on the and persons who can help are at nine a.m. All members and white puppies are free to Mrs. Ray M. Taylor, Hickman, S. degree with an area in art from Giant advertisement Wednesday
(1 lb.
precipitation-20 per cent today basis of who will do the most good asked to call the chapter office their families are urged to at- someone as pets. Persons in- Area Vice President, and Mrs. Murray State University in on Maxwell House Coffee
bag] should have read Save 12c.
753-1421, Mrs Blankenship said. tend. 41
August of this year.
terested should call 753-4449
and tonight. 40 per cent Friday for the people of the state.
Barletta Wrather, Agent.

There is a well on South 16th.
Street with an old rotten board
covering it. There is a well on
South Fourth Street where the old
house was torn down. There is an
open well on the College Farm
near the pond that is even with
the ground and nothing over it to
keep an animal or a kid or a
grown person from falling in.
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County System Loses
The Calloway County School System has lost a fine
man in Superintendent William B. Miller. It is difficult to conceive of a better and more qualified
person to replace him.
Bill Miller has given as his reason for resigning as
"personal reasons". We have not pressed Bill for
any further reasons for his quitting this position
which needs sorely to be filled by a capable person.
We hope that his reasons are purely personal and
not because he was hired to do a job, then not
allowed to do it. We can think of a no more deadening
factor than hiring a person to perform a task, then
not allowing him to go about his duties as he feels
necessary.
We have a good School Board in the county and we
feel that they try to do a good job, but members of
the school board, or any school board for that
matter, are not school administrators. It behooves
them to hire a man who is a good administrator, then
let him go about his business.
This is not to say that the school board members
should give up any of their rights, or prerogatives,
but it does mean that a good superintendent knows
his business far better than they do.
Bill Miller has been just such a superintendent. He
has twenty-six years of teaching and school administration behind him and he has the respect and
admiration of his collegues, as well as the patrons of
the county system.
Bill Miller is the only superintendent to just plain
resign other than Boots Jeffrey who retired recently,
at least since we have been in Murray.
We wish Bill Miller well in the future and regret to
see him reach the pinnacle of local school administration, only to resign to accept a lower
position.
We wish the School Board well400 in their efforts
to replace Bill. We are afraid they have a good job
cut out for them since Bill Miller was groomed for
the position for at least two years before he took
over.
- The future will call for a Superintendent with a
great understanding of the local situation. Complex
issues have to be solved such as bringing up the
school tax to a more reasonable figure, possible
consolidation with the city system and before that,
an expansion and updating of the county system.

Ten Years Ago Today
The Calloway County Fiscal Court voted to remove the poll
taxes from the 1961 tax list at its meeting this week.
Phillip Sparks has been elected as Superintendent of Public
Instruction at the annual Bluegrass Boys State underway at Richmond.
Mrs. Tom M. Samuels, the former Nancy Outland, daughter of
Mrs. Wilbert Outland and the late Mr. Outland of Murray,
graduated from the school of pharmacy at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, on June 8.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hampton Brooks announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Greta Gay, to
William Sherrill Gargus,son of Mr.and Mrs. William Gargus.

Mrs. Nanny Duncan and her two months old son, Fred, burned
to death June 8 in a fire that completely destroyed their home
located east of Almo.
Another death reported on June 8 was S. F. (Uncle Sam)
Henry, who would have been 100 in October. He died at the home
of his son, Lloyd Henry.
High winds buffeted Calloway County night bore last and
heavy rains fell to add to the rainfall of the past week.
Mr.and Mrs. R. M. Miller of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter, Clara Jane, to Russell Phelps, son of Mrs. Carl
V. Phelps and the late Mr. Phelps of Mayfield.

Woe unto him that bulideth his house by iturighteousnesa, and
Ms chambers by wrong; that meth his neighbour's service
without wages,and giveth him not for his work.—Jeremlah 22:13.
Live by the Golden Rule in your business as well as your personal life.

Isn't It The Truth!
Iris Carl Riblet .Jr.

If women are tougher than men, and stronger, too,
then it has to be a matter of mind over matter
because how else could a frail little wife have lifted
her husband up out of nowhere, as she frequently
reminds him, and set him on his feet to bigger and
better rewards for gruelling, desperate and soulkilling hard labor'
-My dear, my better half."
—Sir Philip Sidney in "Arcadia III"
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MOTORWAYS

Water-tooled VW K-70
attracting Europeans
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

hood silhouette and the front
disc brakes are mounted inboard for better cooling.
Volkswagen orAmerica says
the K-70 will not be sold in the
United States. The VW
organization already markets
the Audi 100 series and the K-70
would probably be competing
in the same price market. Here
in Europe the K-70 and the Audi
are priced close together.
But ttse -K-70 could probably
gihef U, S. safety and emission,
requirements without too much'
difficulty and unless Audi sales
pick up in America, it could
well be that VW might

WOLFSBURG, West Germany — Volkswagen picked up
a bonus when it bought out the
financially desperate NSU
Motorenwerke in the late 1960s.
Part of the bonus was the RO80, a well-mannered rotary
engine-powered sedan that has
been selling fairly well here
*ice its introduetion two years
ago.
Also included in the ssu deal
was a car that VW has named
the K-70. And it is the K-70 that
is fast becoming one of the
most popular cars in Europe.
Because of its radical engine,
reconsider and introduce the Kthe RO-80 has left some
20.
prospective buyers cold. There
It is a car that has a lot going
have been some technical
for it. It is extremely modern in
difficulties with the engine
design, has many individual
seals — which VW claims are
that distinguish it
features
RO-80
and
solved
is
the
now
—
from other models on the
not yet the financial success
market, and could be made
that VW had hoped for.
available at a competitive
But the K-70 is a different
gory. Quite conventional in its Price.
Volkswagen could do worse
basic layout, it is attracting
buyers looking for an all-new
Q. There is a lot of talk these
car with built-in reliability.
days about disc brakes. Ads for
While the K-70 may be rather
new cars promote disc brakes
conventional in design when
as being safer and more trouble
compared with other cars on
free than the old drum brake
the roads of Europe, it is
"radical" when compared to setup, but they are also more
expensive. Do you think they
the rest of the Volkswagen
are really worth the cost?
lineup: All other VWs feature
air-cooled rear engines and P. B., Calif.
A. Disc brakes are nothing
rear-wheel drive. The K-70 is
new; European manufacturers
water-cooled, has its engine up
have been using them for
front, and front-wheel drive.
years. In a drum brake, two
The K-70 comes only as a
half-moon-shaped shoes exlour-door sedan. An extremely
pand against the drum surface.
long wheelbase of 105 inches —
just three Inches shorter than In a disc brake, small pads
press against a metal disc like
the luxurious Mercedes Benz
fingers
pressing against the
280 SE — provides an incredibly stable ride under all
road conditions. Independent
suspension all around absorbs
the bumps and undulations.
And despite its long
wheelbase, over-all length of
the K-70 is a mere 172 inches,
Just one inch longer than the
VW Squareback sedan.
The passenger compartment
carries five occupants in good
comfort. Bucket seats in front
and bench seat in the rear come
either in cloth or vinyl trim. An
armrest in the rear seat folds
down for added comfort.
A unique feature of the
seating system is that the lower
rear cushion can be folded
forward for added cargo
capacity. And by removing two
screws, the cushion can be
removed completely. The
primary advantage of this
arrangement is that the cargo
is carried within the wheelbase
geometry for better weight
distribution.
The engine K-70 is a five
main bearing,four cylinder, 1.6
liter in-line affair. It comes two
ways. an 88 horsepower version that runs on premium fuel
and a 105 horsepower version
that runs on regular.
The engine, transmission and
differential are all housed in
one unit. The powerplant itself
IF canted 32 degrees for a lower

side of a dinner plate. Disc
brakes dissipate heat more
readily than do drum brakes
and are less susceptible to
Most
soaking.
water
manufacturers use disc brakes
in the front where there is more
initial load,and drum brakes at
the rear. In general, disc
brakes — when available as an
option — are quite inexpensive
and worth the cost. But a
conversion from drum to disc
would be expensive and most
-likely not worth the effort
If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways. Copley News
Service, P. O. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112. Sorry,
volume of mall does not permit
personal replies.
The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, June 10,
the 161st day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
morning
stars
are
The
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Gemini.
British explorer Sir Henry
Stanley was born June 10, 1341.
On this day in history:
In 1898 U.S. Marines besms
the invasion of Cuba in the
Spanish-American War.
In 1940 Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini declared war on
France and Britain.
In 1942 the German Gestapo
burned the tiny Czechoslovakian village of Lidice after
shooting 173 men and deporting
women and children to concentration camps.
In 1967 the Soviet Union
broke diplomatic relations with
Israel after the Jewish state
announced a major victory over
Syria as both nations accepted
a U.N. ceasefire.
A thought for today: Aesop
said, "Self conceit may lead to
self destruction."

NEW YORK — One of the
most difficult problems confronting the church is its attitude toward homosexuality.
Denominational leaders are
for the most part hesitant to
take a stand on this growing
problem and many who do
speak out are reluctant to
accept homosexuals on an
equal footing with "normal"
people.
Homosexuals, both men and
women,
are
gradually
emerging from the shadow
world in whip they have led
secret livethi,end are more
openly identifying themselves
as what they are. While there
still are untold numbers who
hide their deviation, a number
of homosexual organizations
are making demands for the
same kinds of equality that
other groups are seeking.
Religious leaders frankly
acknowledge that there are a
number of known homosexuals
— or homophiles — among the
clergy. How many still are in
hiding no one can venture to
guess.
Moreover,churches designed
principally
to
serve
homosexuals are springing up
across the country and every
year the number of "gay"
marriages, performed by
clergymen is increasing.
Once homosexuality was a..
subject that was not even
whispered
about.
Now
ienominational officials and
iiembers of the clergy discuss
t openly.
Only a few weeks ago the
lnterchurch Center in New
York, which houses the
leadquarters for a number of
nain-line denominaions,
ipened its doors to the first
National
Conference
on
Religion and the Homosexual.
It was held in an attempt by
homophiles to bring their needs
and problems to the attention of
the Protestant and Roman
Catholic churches.
'What we need is an
historical counterpart for
hoinosexuals to the Vatican
Council's statement on Jews,"
declared Dr. Louis Crompton of
the Lincoln-Omaha Council on
Religion and the Homosexual
He complained that the
church has made homosexuals
second-class" citizens.
The Rev. Thomas Maurer. a
former Methodist who is now a
clergyman in the United
Church of Christ, discussed his
own problems in winning acceptance as a homosexual and
declared:
• *There is really only one
sexual category and that is trysexual. If we really live honest
lives, we try all kinds of sex till
we find what's right for us. It's
just like buying a pair of shoes.
You keep trying till you find
what fits you.•'
As for homophile marriages,
he advocated that the church
sanction "any relationship
between human beings which is
meaningful to them."
To this, the Rev Robert
Wood of Newark, N. J.Another
United Church of Christ
minister, added that tht
homosexual is no more "sick"
than a left-handed person and
that "homosexuality is not
contagious, it is-not going to
spread through the seminary
dormitory because one or two
students there happen to be so
oriented."
Irian editorial,'Me Christian
Century. a liberal nondenominational Protestant
weekly,
described
the
homophiles as members of a
persecuted group that, is
emerging from hiding and
added:

'Whatever the causes of
homosexuality
. the fact
remains that here are human
beings who are treated as less
than human. In the context of
freedom from oppression and
dehumanization, resolution of
the clinical questions has little
relevance.
• •Homosexual liaisons should
not have to be kept hidden, and
gays should not have to
simulate a 'straight role' which
violates their true selves. It is
time to get out of the business
of being judgmental about our
fellow humans; especially is
this true for those who profess
that we are all God's children.
By our attitudes and by
our actions we must make it
possible for homosexuals N..)
come out of hiding, to live their
Itves secure in their right to be

themselves."
The Lutheran Church in
America is one of the
denominations that has called
for more understanding attitudes toward the homophiles
and the end of discrimination
against them. In a policy
statement, it said that the
sexual behavior of freely
consenting adults in their
private lives is outside the
purview
of police and
legislation.
An Episcopal church survey
found that people were
becoming soniewhat more
tolerant of homosexuals, with
51 per cent describing their
behavior as sinful. Sixty per
cent
considered
that
homosexuality was contrary to
Christian teaching, while 76 per
cent agreed that homophiles
should receive professional
counseling.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
Students Not So Radical
Sometimes these days there
is a tendency to equate the
word, "student" with the word,
"radical." We may be inclined
to give up on all of our students too easily when confronted with the anti-social actions of a- few of them.
But most college students are
not all that radical, are inclined
to work, within the framework
of democracy, and are looking
ahead to many of the same kind
of goals that others hold dear.
This, at any rate. is the way
things look today according to
a new study by a social science
team headed by Dr. Peter H.
Rossi, chairman of the department of social relations at The
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.
The survey covered nearly
8.000 freshmen and junior year
students in 48 four-year colleges
and universities and was conducted last spring.
"A majority of the mattes
surveyed are sensitive and committed individuals." Dr. Rossi
and his colleagues said in discussing their preliminary findings, "and are willing to viol
with the system even though
there is significant doubt that
constructive change can be
brought about."
In responding to questions in
the survey concerning politics,
some 40 percent of the students characterized themselves
as moderates, 32 percent liberals, 14 percent conservative,
5 percent radical. and 2 percent very conservative.
Although the survey found
Student's in general tolerant of
alcohol, tobacco, and marihuana. they strongly disapproved. some 80 percent of
them, of the use of heroin. As
to marihuana. 39 percent of the

CiDDIDO

students surveyed said that they
would not approve of its use.
Perhaps among the most interesting information gathered
was that about students' future
goals.
Asked to speculate upon
what would be important to
them 10 years in the future—
and given six choices of goals
for the future—some 87 percent of the students cited family
life as being of first or second
importance. A career was listed
in first or second place by 64
percent of the students.
The Hopkins' social scientists
study is continuing, with the
survey part of 11--twe-year exploration in an important social
and behavioral science area.
The work is supported by a
grant from the National Institute of Mental Health to obtain
useful scientific understsnding
of our campuses and their students upon which to base solutions to present and potential
anti-social or behavioral problems %and emotional and mental
disorders.
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Swedish Amy orders
nets for long hairs
STOCKHOLM — The Swedish Army has made a $10,000
purchase of 50,000 hair nets to
be used by all long-haired
soldiers. According to new
army regulations long-haired
soldiers are to wear hair nets
with their field uniforms
starting June 1.
About half of the new soldiers
wear their hair long enough to
be put into a hair net. Army
authorities believe that many
will sacrifice their blond curls
rather than expose themselves
to the ignominy of wearing hair
nets
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SURVIVES SKY CRASH
Questioned by newsmen at
EL Toro, Calif., Marine Air
Station, Lt. Christopher E.
Shiess, 24, Salem, Ore.,
sole survivor of a midair
collision of an Air West
DC9 jetliner and a; Navy
Phantom jet Pellet near
Duarte, Calif., says the :lirliner struck the Phailt,,nt
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Lightning
bugs being
trained
to detect
heroin

WASHINGTON
Tiny lightning
bugs are being trained to turn on to
heroin, and the government is betting
$29.012 this will help police nab users
and pushers.
•
The first tests have proved successful," Richard W. Velde. associate administrator of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Agency told Congress.
Velde's agency has a $29.012 contract
with Huntington Laboratories, aimedr at
developing heroin-sensitive fireflies
which will light up when they encounter a suspect with heroin on his person.
The test involves a miniature version of
the common firefly.

that lightning bugs opeiated only in
summer. Velde conceded their ' bioluminescent agent" wasn't good in cold
weather.
"We aspect it to work very well in
places like Miami an on the Mexican
border," he said. "On the Canadian
of the year we
border at certain U
r detecting dewill have to use
vices."
So far the insect narcotic agents are
being tested by police in New York
City. Velde reported. The nature or
extent of the New Vork test was not
revealed.
"You have in effect some trained
insects that are very much like light-

REP. JOHN J. ROONEY ID., N. Y.)
said skeptically his recollection was

ning bugs." he explained. "They are
extremely sensitive to certain chemical
compounds. We are now training insects to be sensitive to heroin."
SQUAD CARS or foot patrolmen
could carry the bugs for personal confrontations with suspected drug carriers. If they light up, the cops crack
down.
Velde said his agency also is supporting experiments in better training
of dogs to sniff out marijuana, a field
in which they are already at work in
some police departments.
Dogs also have been used to sniff
bombs, but Velde didn't go into that.
He said LEAA has other bomb-detection
projects in the works, though, including

one device that clicked away loudly for
the benefit of Rooney's appropriations
subcommittee but which failed to set
off its alarm when explosives were
placed in the vicinity.
-I want to demonstrate everything
you have." Rooney said midway in the
agency's display of devices it is helping
develop to aid police in their work.
ant not very much impressed up to
now. I want to be fair with you."
Other items displayed included two
bulletproof vests, both tested against
.357 magnum bullets, one of them successfully. The other, with a hole in it,
was still being offered, said Velde, but
"I think sales are down somewhat recently."

By SUSAN SWARTZ
Copley News Service

tor a very select few — the '40a'
look. Or the savage as opposed
to the civilized look.
For every Doris Day there's
It recalls the days of the
a Rita Hayworth and fol.every Hokywood manufactured
pair of denim overalls, a black glamor queen. When women
jersey jumpsuit.
didn't worry about being
Suffering from hay fever? liberated because it was more
Been ricicracked and patch-1 fun to be kept.
worked to death? Had your
Yves St Laurent's infill of corn-fed fashion — terpretation goes far enough to
prairie dresses, suspender be called the hooker look.
skirts, calico aprons and
That's one way of saying
canvas coveralls?
fashion comes from the streets.
Not everyone's a country
girl. There's always the other
woman.
She's pure vamp, pure
glamor and very, very sexy.
Murray Scouts rest after a day of Utter collecting at Land Between the Lakes. The Scouts' project
HONOR GRADUATE IN PHYSICS: John Baxter Bilbrey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Bilbrey, 1119
It's easier, of course, to be
was part of National Anti-Litter Day held last Saturday. Over 358 people gathered to collect litter the down-home type.
Rolf Theuerkauf has built his
North 7th Street, Murray, was one of 130 candidates graduating with honors June 5 at the annual
Country
along the Kentucky Lake shoreline in Land Between the Lakes.
Murray State University commencement exercises. Bilbrey, who received a bachelor of science
costumes have little-girl ap- Ben pipeline. It will not carry
peal,sugar and spice(heavy on Al. but draught beer from a
degree in physics, is shown receiving his degree and congratulations from Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
brewery 300 yards away from
the sugar) charm.
president of the university.
EPILEPSY RESEARCH
he lives.
woltm'sa beerdearuse
to play the
iPhoto by Wilson Woolley)
The Volkswagen Foundation
you need
has made a grant of about own equipment.
Theuerkauf owns a group of
Your clothes
680,000 marks spread over a are sexy, but
Department announced that total of 6.8 million lost man
only because you firms in Salzgitter. In
three-year
for are.
period
agreement with the brewery,
strikes
in the first quarter of days.
By ARTHUR GODFREY
examining a cross-section of
the plastic pipe was laid direct
If
you've
1971
got
were
at the lowest level of
it,
flaunt
it.
Quit
National Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation
the children of epileptic hiding under
any corresponding period in the
those puffed from the brewery barrels to his
parents at Heidelberg Uni- sleeves and
Tri-cornered shawls, many
private bar at home. The
ruffled skirts.
The United States has been past five years.
versity Hospital.
All those dresses with slits up brewery will bill him every enjoying
A total of 516,000 workers fringed, and almost all quite
a
period of relative
the leg, plunges to the waist month.
engaged in 1,180 strikes, for a large, will figure as a fashion
tranquility.
DECENTLY our researchers took a very close look at
The
Labor
accent for fall and winter.
and wide-open spaces are for
60,000 passenger car tires, including 14,000 which
you. Peek-a-boo cutouts are for
were on vehicles involved in accidents. The focus of their
you.
attention was on the depth of the tire tread and the inYou come on strong in slinky,
spection was part of a comprehensive study into the rejerseys, soft knits. wet400k
fabrics — anything that hugs
lationship between tire tread depth and
the body
accidents. Nudity may be big box office
The unconstructed garment
at the theater but conclusions drawn
works here A contrived look—
from the study are proving that tires
rting little or no tread are strictly a
with extra seaming and in'1
tricate details is superfluous. r
dangerous business.
You wear platform sandals,
In essence, the study pointed up that
or open-toe shoes. You can get
an unusually large percentage of the
away with black stockings, the
tires on cars involved in accidents had
dance hall kind with seams tip
less than 2/32 of an inch of tread. And
the back or rhinestones around
in wet road accidents, cars with a tread
the ankle_
measurement of 2/32 of an inch, or less,
You'll pop contact lenses in a
outnumbered those with more tread by
plain jersey dress because it
Arthur Godfrey
almost two to one. Unfortunately, more
follows all your curves and
than 60 percent of the states have no
you'll always manage to upstage a HotPanted teen queen,
minimum tire tread depth requirement. The researchers
no matter if you're 25 or 45.
contend that those states with a tread requirement have
You're the kind who looks
it set too low. While federal regulations now require
right with a cigarette holder.
2/32 of an inch minimum tread, our studies indicate that
Who can discuss Ferlinghetti.
a tread depth of at least 4/32 is a safe minimum.
Who mixes the best martini
We also discovered a remarkable lack of "tire savvy"
he's ever had. Who'd rather be
among motorists with many drivers convinced that you
Gloria Guinness than Goldie
only need a new tire when one goes flat or when all or
Hawn.
SWEDISH TANNING SECRET SWEDISH TANNING SECRET SWEDISH TANNING SECRET
almost all of the tread has disappeared.
It helps if you're tall, but not
Butter Spray
Butter
Lotion or 011
If you're in this group, a bit of information may be BANANA PEEL — "Miss
too, and thin, but not too, and
, oz. Sill
1,
7 es Can
Universe"
of
1969,
Gloria
curvy, very definitely. It takes
helpful. It may, in fact, save your life. The tread depth
Diaz, a Philippine islander,
1.00 Vail,*
2.00 Vale*
a
certain
amount
of
is the depth of the grooves on your tire. The grooves
models a hot pants, tunic.----sophistication and the ability to
Toone dig it. Make
are there to allow an escape channel for fluids, such as and cape outfit
With Coconut Oil and
of lace
suns you gel the
slink, not walk, into a room.
Cocos Butter. No
rain. As the tire wears down, so do the channels until made from banana
orginal, the leader'
sunscreen added.
fibers
The fashion kings call this
they cannot handle the necessary amount of fluids. At
at a London showing_
look — which if worn right, ig
this time, traction between tire and road is greatly reFOR YOUR OWN
duced, affecting braking and steering.
SUNTAN BREW
researchers
maintain thit more and stricter law
Our
enforcement regarding tire tread depth would lead to a
noticeable dip in the nation's appalling accident rate. If
BAN KARAI
SWAN TINCTURE
you have any doubt about your tread depth, the FounNORTH VIETNAMESE
DMZ-. ROUNDUP
dation suggests you ask your filling station attendant ti:
REFUSE TO ACCEPT
13 DISABLED POWs
sues.* ••.
check it for you. He'll be more than happy to.
KHI
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THREE SURVIVE AIR CRASH—A body is removed from
flaming Allegheny Airlines propjet that crashed while
approaclung Tweed-New Haven. Conn., Airport Three
persons stliN ved and 28 weir, killed in the disastei
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Benton-Adams Vows To Be Read

tss-son

&v./di
ft=
Thursday, June le
Miss Lillian Watters wil
present her pupils in a pia
recital at the Murray High Schoo
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

*

GETS HOME ECONOMICS DEGRIX:Mom
deinghter of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Hoochnl, Route Z. Murray, received a baeleebr stsehmes dIsigsm biome economics June 5 at the
18th commencement exerciths at Murray State Unlearielbt
Illoachul, shown bere receiving her
liploma and congratulation's's= MurraiState PraelitiatIllathsrIL Sparks, also graduated summa
;min Linde, which ledithilissasiseademkthriragestUsebetkrdapsollie 4.0.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will have a potluck supper at the
fellowship hall of the church at
6:30 p.m.

The Sunnyside Homemaker
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Club will meet at the City Park a the WSCS of the First United
10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Larry Methodist Church will
have a
Watkins .
potluck supper at the church at
6:30 p.m.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasan
Grove Church will meet at the The Suburban Homemakers
home of Mrs. Nix Crawford at Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 p.m.
seven p.m. with
Mrs. Paul
Cunningham as the leader.
The Olga Hampton BW of the
The Baptist Women of the Elm Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Grove Baptist Church will hold will meet at the church at seven
its general meeting at the home p.m. with Mrs. Eugene Jones as
of Mrs. Robert Weston at 1:30 program leader.
p.m.
Girl Scout Day Camp will open
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet at 7:30 pin at the campsite by the Jaycee
Farigrouncls at 8:30 a.m.
at the Triangle Inn.

Deborah Mabry Is
Honored At Shower
At The Toon Home
Miss Deborah Mabry, bride.
elect of Louie Greenfield, was
honored with a shower held
Wednesday evening, June 2, in
the beautiful home of Mrs. Bobby
J. Toon.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Miss Kathy
Lockhart, niece of Mrs.Toon,and
Mrs. David Padgett who is to be
the matron of honor for Miss
Mabry's wedding.
The honoree chow to wear for
the event a striking batik print
pant suit and was presented with
a corsage of white carnations.
The table was unusually attractive with a white cloth,
deeply edged with lace, matching
the cloth on the gift table, and
was centered with a graceful
magnolia arrangement. A
specially decorated cake was cut
and served with salted nuts and
punch.
Many lovely gifts were
received by the honoree. The
guests included college student
friends of Miss Mabry and the
hostesses.

Monday, June 14

FBIRTHSJ

Miss Jo Beth Benton

Camp John Currie ConMr. and Mrs. Ken Winker of
The
South
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benton, Gatesborough Estates, Murray,
Murray servation Camp will open at 1:30
Murray Route Five are the
Homemakers Club will meet at p.m.
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
parents of a baby girl, Kelly
the home of Mrs. Raymond
daughter, Jo Beth, to Duane Adams,son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Dawn, weighing eight pounds
Carter at 10:30 a.m. A potluck
Ken Adams of Murray Route Two.
Tuesday, June 15
three ounces, born on Sunday.
luncheon will be served.
The bride-elect will be a senior at Murray High School this fall.
Faith Doran Circle of the WSCS
June 6, at 1:46 a.m. at the
Mr. Adams is a sophomore at Murray State University.
• the First United Methodist
Murray -Calloway County
Camp 592 of the WOW will Church will meet at the home of
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mrs. Eva McCauley of
meet at the WOW Hall at seven Mrs. F. E. Crawford, 1402 Main Memphis, Tenn„ and Mrs. Allie King of Little Rock, Ark. The Hospital.
They have two sons, Ken, age
p.m.
Street, with Mrs. Bunn Swarm as groom-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams of eight,
and Terry, age seven. The
Farmington and Mr. and Mrs. Perry Harrison of Murray Route
program leader.
father is manager of the Bunny
Saturday,
Two.
June
12
•
Bread Company here.
The wedding will be an event of Friday, July 16, at seven-thirty
Circle I of the WSCS of the
Grandparents are James
The Charity Ball for the benefit First United Methodist Church o'clock in the evining at the Immanuel Lutheran Church. A
of the Mental Health - Mental will meet at the social hall at two reception will be held following the ceremony at the Murray Manker of Charleston, Mo., and
Mr. and Mrs. John Long of
Retardation Clinic will be held at pm. with Mrs. Joe Baker and Woman's Club House.
Sikeston,
Mo.
the Calloway County Country Mrs. Charlie Hale as hostesses.
No local invitations are being sent, and all friends and relatives
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Earl
For tickets call Mrs.0. B. Boone, The Goop Shepherd United
MINISTER'S HMV GRADUATES: Mrs. lAte Jean Miller, wife of Hollis' Miller, minister of the
Turner of 400 South 16th Street,
Jr.
753-2949
or Mrs. Clegg Austin Methodist Church WSCS will
University Mom* of Christ, Murray, received a bachelor of science degree in business education
Murray ,announce the birth of a
753-5455.
Jane 5 at the 48th commencement exercises at Murray State University, graduating with honors
meet at the church at two p.m.
baby boy, Larry Earl, Jr.,
Mrs. Miller, who lives at 1625 Loch Lomond, is shown accepting her diploma and congratulations
Sunday, June 13
weighing eight pounds eleven
from Dr.Harry M.Sparks, president of the University.
The Coldwater Homemakers
ounces,
born on Monday, June 7,
Photo by Wilson Woolleyi
The Senior Art Exhibition of Club will meet at the home of
at 1:49 p.m. at the MurrayNoble
Mrs.
Fuqua
one
p.m.
at
Diane Tucker Griffith
of
Calloway County Hospital.
Palmersville, Tenn., will be
The new father is employed by
shown at the Exhibition Hall of The Russell Chapel United
the Murray Division of the
the Fine Arts Building, Murray Methodist Church WSCS will
Tappan Company.
State University through June 18. meet at the church.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Hours pre two to seven p.m. on
Clyde Turner and Mr. and Mrs.
the vaginal surface..%ere
Viss Nancy Diuskiid, daughter Sunday and eight a.m. to ten p.m. ,Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
be extra
hire also, W. A. uddA„ all of Murray.
RObGER,M. D.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Diuguid of Monday through Friday No ark the Rainbow for Girls will
but this abnormality is not Great grandparents are Mrs.
The piano students of Mrs.
Copley
News
Service
at
the
meet
Masonic
Hall at seven
Mrs. N. P. Hutson opened her Murray, is one of the seven charge.
Mamie Turner and Mr. and Mrs.
considered an infection.
Sohn Bowker were presented in
p.m.
home for the meeting of the college age permanent counBryan
Overcast, all of Murray,
iecital on Monday evening, June
Q. What is meant by cerMaryleona Frost Circle of the selors employed at the Lakeshore The Senior Show of LeAnn
and Mrs. W. A. Ladd, Sr., i
Q. Doesn't everybody know
t, at the First Baptist Church.
vicitis?
The
Westside
Homemakers
Woman's Society of Christian Methodist Camp at Eva. Tenn., Evans of Madisonville will be
Paris, Tenn.
The following students perA. The cervix is the part of about prenatal care?
shown at the Kappa Pi room, Club will meet at the City Park at
Service of the First United this summer.
A. No. evidently not.
rtoll:it: Julie
lie Miller, Mary Len
the
uterus,
the
womb,
that
Fine Arts Building, MSU, 10:30 a.m.
Mary Beth Hosford, Methodist Church held on
extends into the vagina. It is Pregnant women continue to
through June 18. No charge.
Mansfield, La Don Tuesday, June 8, at nine-thirty
the part of the uterus that can pop up for the first time in
Mrs. Mayme Randolph has
The
Murray
Lions Club will
who simply appear at Inc lass
be seen by the examining emergency hospitals, in labor
praham, Jane Ann Turner, o'clock in the morning.
returned from a two weeks visit
hold its ladies night meeting at
minute.
doctor when he uses a or in acute emergency. They
'ronya White, Roy Richardson The program was presented by in Marlow, Okla. Her daughter, The BFA Show of Leslie
Wright, Louisville, will be shown the South Pleasant Grove United speculum. It is the site from continue to drop in on the
Lisa Robertson, Gay Alexander, Mrs. A. M. Thomas. She Mrs. Sam Whitaker, and grandat the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Methodist Church at 6:30 p.m.
discussed
Q. What are menopa
the
article,
which Pap smear scrapings are doctor or the clinic in the last
Kim Fox, Karen Jackson, Mark
daughter, Ann, accompanied her Gallery,
symptoms?
"Celebrating
Fine
Peace,
Arts
Justice,
and
Building,
made.
Its canal contains glands month or two of pregnancy.
Alan Vinson, Wanda McNabb, Prrigress On
home.
While
there
she attended MSU, through June 25. No The general program meeting
the 25th AnA. Some women sail throu
that secrete mucus in varying These late comers make up
Karen Bowen, Theresa Dover,
the graduation of Ann in 0.S.W., charge.
most of the complicated cases
of the First Baptist Church %VMS amounts during the month.
the menopause with no api
*James Calvin Morris, Susie niversary of the United Nations" Stillwater, Okla. Other guests in
parent symptoms; others ars
will be held at the church at nine
Both the mucosa, the of obstetrics.
Imes, Karen Turner, Mike from the Work A Day World the Randolph home the past week The Murray-Calloway
anxious, depressed, sleeplessj
a.m. with Group III in charge of covering, of the cervix and its
magazine.
Count)
Alexander, Becky Imes, Willette
were Mr. and Mrs. Randall Shrine Club will have its
As soon as a woman has plagued by hot flashes and
glands can become infected.
monthly the program.
Richardson, and Beverly Parker. She closed her program by Dulaney of Clinton, N. C., Dr. and
missed
one or two menstrual sweating and back-of-the-neck
family
breakfast
Gonorrheal
at
bacteria
the Holiday
may at
After the program awards readird a prayer of Stephen Mrs. John Reynolds and baby of Inn at
periods, she should visit her headaches and painful joints.
nine a.m.
first produce acute inflamation
Wednesday, June 16
Vincent
Beset
for
the
United
were presented by Mrs. Bowker.
doctor or clinic. The doctors At this time of life, a woman is
Charleston, S. C., and Mrs. Fred
The Murray-Calloway County and then chronic and remain in
The most outstanding per- Nations which Franklin Delano Horton and children, Lee and Members
want to be sure she is not faced with children grown and
the
cervical
glands
for
long
of
Citizens
the
Club
Senior
First
will
Roosevelt
meet
at
delivered
Christian
in 1945.
formance award was presented
anemic; to rule out venereal on their own and a husband
Fredie,
of
Nashville,
periods
of
Tenn.
time.
Fungus,
Mrs.
Church,
111
North 5th Street, will the social hall of the First United
The meeting was opened with
disease, especially syphilis; to busy or deceased. She does not
to Jane Ann Turner and Mike
Dulaney (Mary Margaret) and honor Rev. and Mrs.
David C. Methodist Church to go to Paris Trichomonas, and herpes stay determine the Rh
Alexander. James Calvin Morris silent prayer for the sick and Mrs. Reynolds ( Jane ) are sister Roos
factor; to feel needed. Often it is hard to
with a reception at the Landing State Park for a picnic also be responsible for cer- measure
needy,
and
Mrs.
Nell
Eaton
led
in
her pelvis; to
was presented with the award for
be sure what is the cause of
and
vicitis.
The
niece
cervix
becomes
of
Ty
Holland.
church
from
2:30
with
the
-Henry
Paris
to
County
club
four p.m.
diagnose generalized diseases
outstanding piano student for the unison the reading of the
menopausal distress — life's
raw,
"skinned,"
eroded,
so
that
at 10:30 p.m.
Statement of Faith. Mrs. James
year.
or
small amounts of bleeding such as diabetes and tuber- changes,
hormonal,
Diuguid, secretary,read the
culosis;
to examine her urine estrogen, deficiencies.
occur at odd times with inminutes and called the roll.
creased mucus and purulent and take her blood pressure.
If there are no conMrs. A. J. Kipp gave a detailed
discharge in between. The They are concerned not only
traindications
to hormones,
financial report and Mrs. Cortez
about
her
own
wellbeing
but
A baby boy, Mark Lain, cervicitis is usually accomthey can be given by mouth
Byars, new sunshine chairman,
weighing nine pounds 3S4 ounces, panied by a vaginitis, in- that of her baby. The United
and, if they relieve the sympreported on her activities. ,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. George flammation of the vagina, in States has the best medical toms, hormonal
deficiencies
care
in
the
world,
Mrs. Eaton announced that
but
women
the
acute
stages.
Odell Choate of Alm° Route One
can take the blame. Swallowing
are
not
forced
to
use
new circle chairman would be
it,
and,
There
is an additional afon Tuesday, June 8, at 3:15 a.m.
pills, though, should be acwhen they do not, they suffer
Mrs.Gary Grogan of Frankfort named in November with
at the Murray-Calloway County fection of the cervix that has and their
companied by a return to old
babies die.
Saturday.
June 5, drawings for new circle members
entertained
been
called
'congenital
Hospital
interests and projects, or by
No, in spite of efforts by
with a bridesmaid luncheon in to be announced at the joint
The new father is employed by erosion.•' Here the smooth doctors and
development of new ones. A
nursing services,
honor of Miss Jennifer Grogan December session. Thirty books
covering
cells
like
those
of
the
the Hutson Chemical Company.
woman's sexual life may imthe value of pfenatal care is not
whose marriage to Thomas have been donated by a church
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. vagina are displaced by the tall recognized
prove.
If the vaginal mucosa
by
everybody
and
Rowland was solemnized on June member to the church library, it
George Choate of Cadiz and Mrs. secreting cells of the cervical the most difficult
bas become sensitive from
cases a
canal.
This
columnar
6 at the First United Methodist was announced.
Mary J. Edmonson of /Unto
atrophy, it can be restored with
epithelium grows down toward doctor sees are still the ones
Church in Murray.
The reading chairman, Mrs.
the estrogens.
Route One
She was assisted by Mrs. Earl A..M. Thomas, listed various
Douglass at her home, 217 ways to help persons read more.
Woodlawn, Murray.
It was announced that the
441111MIllw 11111Iw .411130.440....
-011111.1110.
The bride's table was covered Circle would be responsible for
with a white cloth and centered visiting persons in the rest homes
:with an arrangement of in June and plans were discussed.
• magnolias in a silver bowl.
Refreshments were served by
Smaller tables were decorated Mrs. Hutson.
with arrangements of rose buds
and daisies.
Now that fathion's had its
The honoree wore a lime green freedom, anything-goes fling,
dress with white accessories and top American designers are
accented with a corsage of recommending a return to the
daisies. She presented gifts to her strictly ladylike look for fall
bridesmaids and matron of and winter. The look includes
&vea and hat ill complete an
honor
in the
The guest list included Miss outfit.• AlwayLinda Hollan. Frankfort, Miss Anytime.
Melba Rogers. Uniontown, Mrs. :5.0•7404*****61,04W3**als7
Steve Trevathan, Murray, Miss
MU GRADUATE: Elizabeth Jane Balite, daughter of Mr. and
NOTICE
Lori Bixby, Owensboro, Miss
Mrs. saes at Booze, 1400 main Street. Murray. was among the
Our
readers
are
Mrs.
Maryland,
Maureen Berry,
1,335 graduates receiving degrees June 5 from Murray State
reminded that the Ledger
George Robertson, Murray. Mrs. & Times will not
University. Miss Basle, shown here receiving her diploma from
publish
.;
:Gary Jenkins, Paducah, Mrs.
Murray State President Harry M. Sparks, was awarded a
weddings or bridal showers
:Ned Casey, Evansville, Ind.
bachelor of science degree with majors in, elementary and
that occurred thirty days
: Mrs. Bunn Swann, and Mrs.
physical education.
previous to the date of
Richard Farrell of Murray. and
publication
sirs Rob Grogan (4 Frankfort
I Photo by Wilson Woolley
)
rni111111W

WOMEN ASK

Piano Students Of
Mrs. Bowker Are
Presented, Recital

Mrs. N. P. Hutson
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle

Cervix infection
possibilities told
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Homicide
Verdict
Returned

Testimony was offered that
some of the people in the picnic
area had been drinking during
the day or after they arrived.
Mrs. Stewart, of near Lafayette, said her daughter joined
her and the two Calbouns during the afternoon at a swimming place and the four then
went to the park area to have a

Ifk
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Television Schedule
1%,SM-T V
(.henaol 4

SIX-TV

TiVLAC-TN'
Channel 5

aligned' 8

l'HURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
C

witts•.
30 clip Wilson
tio sailsor

$0

SciaNNinersi: Wthr : Shirts i 0a.,,, of Jeannie
Family Affair
fillips Smith & JIMA
Lanc•Lth 4 Jffrofs

CADIZ, Ky., June 8— A Trigg
410.4141
• '14,141"
County coroner's jury today re-The v.a-ni one.- 0-n •veust
• 0.0040
turned a verdict of "homicide"
Moo,.
Kane
'Her
L',1Z4;
testimony
about
the
actual
Ili
9
in the death of Penny Stewart,
.1 Takes s raid
Sports
Mr Sfror•, iarrs . V6 try
I fi
shooting
supported
that
offered
tt Tikes I Thiel
_Oil Vane,
14, late last Saturday.
Iorhiffli
News. Wair. Smut;
3• Valley
Miss Stewart of Herndon Rt. by Joseph Calhoun.
Dick Cavell*
•Vilanh;
00054
I
Testimony
showed
the
single
1, was fatally injured by a rifle
/12
shot as she, her mother and two bullet went through a left back
FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
friends were seated in a station window glass, struck the two
victims,
then
imbedded
in
the
Country Jawiset
wagon in a park area in the
right side of the car. The rifle
community of Linton.
:"ZIA.""b
(
42.".`4)
6
The jury returned its verdict was confiscated and will be sent
Bozo
Scans
to
examination.
Frankfort
Bozo
for
:11:
TwaII:=111:
7 48 PdT
after deliberating for about 10
Kangaroo
Captain
Bozo
Today
Scene
Today;
00
Other witnesses were Sheriff
Romper Roans
Mike Douglas
ce
30 Today
minutes.
S
James Mathis who also read a
U.S.. Douglas
Hazel
Cecil Snyder, 20, of Linton,
Beverly
Mike Douglas
statement by Larry Thomas, 23,
Dick Van Dyke
will face an examining trial in
That Ofrl
Cadiz Rt. 3, one of the people
the death at 9 a.m. next Tuesgathered in the park area. The
day. He presently is charged
statement included information
with willful murder and is being
FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
that Thomas heard Snyder say,
held in jail without bond.
Singing Cony.; News All My Chiltrwt
"Calhoun, I'll give you three
As the World Turns Let's Make a Opal
Glenn Calhoun, 27, of Cadiz
minutes to get out of this holRt. 5, was wounded in the in- low."
Secret Storm
General Hosnita:
cident that claimed the life of
°trtrP""Ids.
11 tni,
2 :
One Life to Live
Edge of Night
State Trooper James Lee said
00
Son,.rs.t
the girl.
Gamer Pyle, USMC
Password
3
:00 Here Come Brides Gilligan's 'stand
he investigated the incident with
Lacy
,The principal witness today
4 .30
:30 Here Como Brides Moyle:
Daniel Boone
the sheriff. He said he was the
Wild Wild West
"Invisible Creettere" Daniel -Boone
was Joseph Calhoun, 37, Cadiz
one who found the damaged
c
:3e West; Action News Maine
ABC Evening News
Rt. 3, a distant relative of Glenn
.)
:Al NBC Nightly Negri CBS Evening News
NOVA; Alta; Sport!
cartridge in the rifle and who
Calhoun. He said he and the recovered one
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
expended cartdead girl's mother, Mrs. Ruth
Sint . sports I Dream of Jeonnte
ridge casing.
Brady Bunch
Stewart, were seated in the front
Nanny & Professor
seat of his station wagon and
Partridge Forma!
"Pepethat Penny Stewart and Glenn
Movie
,Calhoun were seated in the back.
Love. American Style
Levi, American Welk
, Joseph Calhoun testified he
Sportsfiewz; Way.; Sports —It Takata • Thief
in 00News.
11 ear d "a racket" beside the
Parry Masan
it Takes a Thief
:30 Tanked
illation wagon and saw Cecil
gnyder standing nearby with a
-rffle pointed at the vehicle.
He testified that Snyder said
The number of American vet
-to Glenn Calhoun, "get out of erans hit a high of 28.2 millior up the large bulk of those now BOTCH DOG
the hollow and don't come back this month, the Veterans Ad applying for G.I loans
MONTREAL ( UPI)—Tex Laor I'll kill you."
our, a French Canadian Muhlministration announced today
4'-7ames Calhoun said the gun
In contrast, these young Viet- ger, recently purchased a
The VA said the number oi
then was fired. Calhoun said he living veterans is likely to con- nam Era veterans compose only doberman pinscher for $750 to
started the station wagon and tinue to increase in the foresee- 15 percent of the patients in VA guard his 1450 guitar.
rushed to Trigg County Hospital
able future since the military hospitals, and about 10 percent Early Wednesday, Lecor rewith the two victims.
discharge rate has been running of those on the disability com- turned to his car parked in old
The girl died from a head
over 80,00(1 a month and older pensation rolls.
Montreal. His $450 guitar was
wound and Glenn Calhoun sufveterans have been dying at a
gone. So was the dog.
Veterans who served after
fered an injury to the forehead.
rate of about 26,000 a month.
Jan.
are
all
31,
eligible
1955,
for
Witnesses agreed only one shot
Of VA's 28.2 million veterVA benefits. While time has run FLYING LOW
was fired from the weapon idenans, some 25.1 million served
out for World War 11 and Korean
UAW as a seven millimeter rifle.
COLUMBUS, Ohio UPI i—Air
during a wartime period and an
conflict veterans for G.1. Bill
fOther testimony showed antraffic at Columbus Internationadditional 3.1 million served
unused
benefits,
education
porother damaged cartridge was
after the Korean conflict and tions
of home loan guaranty al Airport was halted briefly
-Invthe rifle but not fired.
before the Vietnam Era—Feb. 1, benefits have been
Tuesday while police chased
restored.
Witnesses agreed there was
1955 to Aug. 4, 1964 inclusive.
down a Volkswagen on one of
no argument between the two
Most of the million veterans
Veterans interested in VA the runways. Jerry Bayless, 33,
occupants of the James Calhoun
now in training under the postinformation should of Cincinnati, the driver of the
benefits'
veMcle and other pencils who
Korean G.I. Bill served during
local VA office on car was charged with operating
their
contact
a14o came to the area after Calthe Vietnam Era (after Aug. 4,
veterans organization service a vehicle in an unauthorized
houn arrived.
makes
group
also
1964) and this
area.
officer.

FRANKFORT (UPI):
;Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced plans for a state
conference on aging as a
prelude to the White House
Conference on Aging called
by President Nixon.
Nunn said the state conference June 22 and 23 at
the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, would gather information on the concerns of older Kentuckians to be presented at the national conference.

DELEGMES
for
the
state conference "will be

from all walks of life—both
professional,"
and
lay
Nunn said.

DISCOUNTED SNOOPS
CUPERTINO, Calif. ( UPI) —

"Some will come from
rural areas and small communities; others will come
The De Anza College student from metropolitan areas,"
council wants to help out Nunn said. "Many will be
agents on
its retired and living on penundercover
sions, Social Security benecampus.
fits and old-age assistance
The council voted Tuesday to payments."
give a 20 per cent discount on
THE GOVERNOR said
student activities tickets to all
police agents, FBI agents and
one in every 10 Kentuckimembers of the Central Intel- ans
is more than 86 years
ligence Agency.
old. "We have throughout
more
the commonwealth
than 300,000 senior citizens.
"I feel it is imperalive
that our older Kentuckians
be involved in President
Nixon's White House Conference on Aging this November."
Planning for the state
conference began last fall
when more than 130 cornnlynity forums were held
theoughout the state.

ORGANIC ADVICE
MONTPELIER, Vt. (UPI) —
The Vermont Agriculture Department has some business
advice for farmers: (beck to
see if there are rock concepts
or other hordes of young
people are corning their way
this summer.
The department told farmers
in a weekly newsletter Tuesday
there has been a "distinct change
in the food purchases of the young
generation which is beginning to
create a special demand for socalled natural foods."
"If your area expects to an
influx of this type of customer
it may be well to increase your
plantings," it said.
NEW RANGER
MONTREAL (UPI) —The
New York Rangers Tuesday
acquired forward Bobby Rousseau from the Minnesota North
Stars as payment for Bob
Nevin
who was sent to
Minnesota prior to the National
Hockey league draft.
USE ITCH-ME-NOT
TO STOP THAT ITCH!
Acta like a local anesthetic. Apply
quick-drying ITCH-ME-NOT day or
night ler immense, insect bite.. tee
iId, etker surface rashes. Antiseptic fiction kills Lamm to speed keeling. if net pleased in 15 minutes.
year alk back. TODAY'at Holland

Denli_CAN

Veterans Hit High
Of 28.2 Million

SERVICE
Located at Five-Points
TRAGIC REMINDER—Deputy Gene Reed holds the doll
he found at the wreckage-strewn area near' Duarte,
Calif., after a DC9 Air West airliner and a Navy Phantom jet collided in midair. Reed says the doll may help
identify one of the 50 who were killed.

Phone 753-2900

BerAir Shopping
Center
Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat.
1 - 6 Sunday
Phone: 753-8304

TOOTHBRUSHE
Adult Deluxe

Save More
At

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

Sav-Rite
RAPIDSHAVE.

A

Lustre
Creme®

Colgate Health
and Beauty Aids
at Tremendous

HAIR SPRAY
Holds your hair
without getting
sticky about it

Savings to You
Regular pl"

Buy the Wilkinson

Double
Edge
5's

Bonded Razor Set
at sr° and receive

Regular
4o

"THE BLADE"

SPRAY DEODORANT

Say-Rites Low
Low Price

58,

HOUR after HOUR

from WILKINSON
with the mail-in
certificate in the package.

Double Dry
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Our

e

Price #
Regular '2" Value

Regular
Value
5

01

Large Size
Family Size
Regular 89'
- Value

Regular 89' Value

PASTE

HOUR after HOUR

'2°' REFUND

WITH MFP FLUORIDE
THE ADVANCED FLUORIDE
TOOTHPASTE

ultra brite

Regular 89'

Bonded Razor and 5
Bonded Blades

Regular 89 Value

Cool Mint
and Regular
Regular 43' Value
COTTON
SWABS
Baby gets safety-cushioned
endsand a stick that bends

54 SWABS
Say-Rites
Low Price

Say-Rites Price
Regular 43' Value

um.

ue+aura.altrootrapieultwatur

"ew
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A. Warren and Elizabeth
Warren; tract in Calloway
County.
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley
Burkeen to W. A. Lyons and
Records filed on micro-film in Margaret Lyons; lot in Wildwood
the office of the Calloway County Commercial Subdivision.
Court Clerk Marvin Harris in- H. D. Roberts and Wanda
clude the following compiled by Roberts to Larry Jo Kelso and
the staff of the Ledger& Times, Cynthia Kelso; lot in Candleite
They are:
Estates.
C. A. Warren and Elizabeth
Clarence J. and Floy L Hop- Warren to Charles Edward
per, to Howard McFerron and Stubblefield, Freda Stubblefield,
Sylvia McFerron; lots in Ken- James P. Stubblefield, Marjorie
tucky Lake Development Corp. Stubblefield,.Willie Smotherman,
Subdivision.
Charles Smotherman, Ruth
Ferguson and Joan Miller; tract
Charles M. McCuiston and in Calloway.
Mary Ann McCuiston to William Smithwood Development Corp.
K. Etherton and Elaine Ether- to Eddie W. Shewmaker and
ton; tract of land on south side of Margaret Shewmaker; lots in
Highway 94.
Kentucky Lake Development
Corp. Subdivision.
Smithwood Division Corp. to
William A. Warren to John W. Lloyd Raper and Mildred Raper;
Fishman and Doreen M. lots in Kentucky Development
Fishman;
lot in Sherwood Corp. Subdivision.
Forest Subdivision.
E..S. Roberts and Thelma
Roberts,to Heyward Roberts and
Henry E. Bury and Bobbie Wanda Roberts; lot in Candellte
Bury to Robert Lee Westerman Estates Subdivision.
and Charlene Westerman; tract Lanelle Oglesby and Junior
Oglesby to Margaret L. Reeder;
of land in Calloway County.
Hubert Brandon and Mary S. lot in Calloway County.
Brandon to Carrol H. Teague and Keniana Development Co.
Zonweiss C. Teague; lot in Inc., to Robert A. Mon-is and
Panorama Shores Subdivision. Agnes I. Morris; lot in Keniana
Paul Edwards and Ernestine Lake Shore Subdivision.
Edwards to W. Gene Lovins and Keniana Development Corp.,
Julie H. Lovins; tract of land in Inc., to Loy E. Haynes and
Mildred Haynes; lot in Keniana
Calloway County.
Betty Ann Stone to Frederick Lake Shores Subdivision.
PHANTOM WRECKAGE ON MOUNTAIN—Only bits and
H. Stone; tract of land on West Keniana Development Corp.,
pieces of a Navy F4 Phantom jet fighter remain after it
Shore of Kentucky Lake, near Inc., to Glenard C. Helm and
collided with a DC9 jetliner and slammed into the San
Elizabeth
L.
Helm;
lot
in
Blood River.
Gabriel Mountains near Duarte, Calif. All 49 persons
Keniana Lake Shore Subdivision.
aboard jetliner and the pilot of the Phantom were killed.
Keniana Development Corp.,
Mayre Palmer to Tonunye D. Inc., to Lloyd Hill and Roberta
Taylor and Anna Faye Taylor; Hill; lot in Keniana Lake Shore
two lots in Murray.
Subdivision.
Pius Ingram and Addle Ingram Harold Richard Stone and
to Charles W. Clayton and Gloria June Stone to Richard
Elizabeth Clayton; two tracts of Wayne Stone; tract of land in
land in Wadesboro and two lots in Calloway County.
Wadesboro.
Floyd Edwin Coats and Helen
Meda Jackson to Homer Lucille Coats to Harry Gill, Sr.,
Meador and Virmie Meador; lot and Belinda Gill; tract near
in Murray.
Blood River.
Thomas B. Hogancamp and Max M. Sykes, Joanna Sykes
Helen L. Hogancarnp to Marshal] Wendell Albritten and Sadie Nell
P. Jones and Virginia S. Jones; Albritten, to Donald T. Burke and
lot in Murray.
Theresa R. Burke; two lots ir
David Wright and Kathryn Gatesborough Estates.
Wright to Edward Anthony John Nanny, Dorothy Nanny
Thomas and Anita Jean Thomas; Louis Jackson Wolfe, Joette
lot in the Camelot Subdivision. Wolfe, Bobby Grogan and Verona
Charles Edward Stubblefield Mae Grogan to Joe B. Smith and
SLASHED TO RIBBONS—Leonard
checks 90
Freda Stubblefield, James P Jettie Smith; tract of land on
miles of cheese as it conies off giant chilling drums in
Stubblefield, Marjorie Stub- Highway 95.
; golden ribbons at Swift de Co.'s Pauly plant in Green
blefield, Willie Smothernaan, Prank A. Cooper and
-Bay, Wis., en route to automatic slicing.and-tuackaging
Charles Smotherrnan, Ruth Cdoper th Rill Felfi-aisettlry
uipment. It is estimated nearly 3 militeui cheesergers can be made from 90 miles of proceised cheese.
Ferguson and Joan Miller to C. Felts; tract of land Cwllowav.

Land
Transfers

Hubby's meanness
makes her depressed
By Abigail Van Buron
DEAR ABBY: I am so hurt I could the. My husband
hasn't bothered with me for the last six months. I haven't
nagged him about it. I thought that he was just tired out or
hot feeling well and he'd gradually resume our old relationship which has always been quite satisfactory.
The other night I asked him if there was something
wrong and he just blurted out that he thought my body was
-repulsive."
Abby, I am may 33, but I've had five children and my
stomach is covered with stretch marks and I know my bust
sags and.my body isn't as pretty as it used to be, but I got
into this shape from having his children, so what am I do?
I crn so confused. I still don't know what to think about
what be said. Can stretch marts be removed? And would it
pay to have surgery to lift my bustline? I know it's expensive but I would make a lot of sacrifices to get my husband
HURT
back.
DEAR HURT: If you honestlyfa Wt here and a
tack there is all you need to get your boband back, talk to
a competent plastic surgeon. But what about your husband's
cruelty? Perhaps he needs a doctor who uses words to
reduce the meanness la him. His defects are far uglier than
yours.
DEAR ABBY: I am an Italian who reads your articles
in the Rome Daily American. I am very much interested in
meeting the Memphis, Tenn., lady who is looking for a husband.
I am 32 years old and am 5 feet 11. I am very well built
and have olive skin and green eyes and plenty of black hair.
I speak five languages and come from Italian nobility on
my mother's side. I play the mandolin very well and sing
romantic songs.
The Memphis lady says the is self supporting, is in good
health and she owns a late model American-made automobile. If she would like to correspond with me, please ask her
to send me a recent photograph of the automobile.
vrro DI NAPOLI
DEAR ABBY: I am a Christian and I also play the
clarinet. A year ago I promised the Lord that I would use
my talent for Him by playing only hymns in churches. My
problem is that I am only IS and it is difficult to get into
churches to play. Have you any suggestions?
UNADVISED IN ALABAMA
DEAR UNADVISED: 1m sure God would understand if
you first developed your talents by playing whatever your
teacher recommended, and not restsict your playing to
hymns in churches. After you have become an accomplished
clarinetist you'll be able to play wherever and whatever you
wish.
CONFIDENTIAL TO T. H. L.: Yes, I would say that
experience is the best teacher. And considering bow meek it
coots, it ought to be.
hat's your problem* You'll feel better if you get it off
'our chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Los Angeles.
Cal.
MIL For a perseuel reply miaow stamped, addressed
envelope.

to"

AIR POLLUTERS
Midwest Research Institute
has released a report saying
that electrical power plants,
agriculture
related
and
operations, and crashed stone,
steel and cement industries
dump more than 20 million tons
of pollutants into the air annually.

s101

4
Factory Tire Outlet

LINDSAY INDIGNANT
In the midst of a budget
crisis, New York's Mayor John
Lindsay has learned with indignation that a new blue
Cadillac, costing $5,000, has
been ordered for him by the
city purchase commissioner.
Lindsay gave instructions to
sell it immediately.

PT 107

WHITEWALL

7.75x14" or 15"
$2.16
Pius
F.E.T.

$16"

8.25x14" or 15"
$1,744 Plus $2.37
F.E.T.
8.55x14" or 15"
52 Plus $2.54
F.E.T.

$1,8

9.00x15"

$1933 Plus $2.89
F.E.T.
ARMSTRONG

FATS°
With Polyester
FIBER GLASS

DUAL
Whitewall 2+2
F78x14" or 15"

$232°
$24"
Pius $2.10 F.I.T.

$2535
$2638
$2852

H78x14" or 15"
J78x14" or 15"
L78x14" or 15"

Plus $3.00
F.E.T.
Plus $3.12
F.E.T.

EXTRA WIDE TREAD -- 70 SERIES
WITH RAISED WHITE LETTERS
$247°
$2737
$2836
F70x14" or 15"

Plus $2.64 F.I.T.

G70114" or 15"

Plus 62.84 F.E.T.

H70114" or 15"

Plus $3.I VIT.

Nylon

TRUCK TIRE

$1760

670x15 - 6 ply
Plus $2.42 F.E.T.
650x16 - 6 ply
Plus $2.61

:1014

F.E.T.

Plus $2.87 F.E.T.

$25"

Plus $3.72 F.E.T.

EXTRA
TRACTION
Plus $2.82

35

Regular in-season price $41995

rnrrt

EXCLUSIVE ANTI-POLLUTION OPTION
°doors iree$ YOU option of the MedicAir
; ,,oronic Au Cleaner Removes up 10 95% of poi
,
arsicsiss. 99% of pollen Mei nowe ow when

ew,

Plus $3.26

$24"

F.E.T.

1337

Plus $2.45 F.E.T.

ply $31 26

Plus $4.18 F.E.T.

650x16 - 6 ply
750x16 -

$2209

F.E.T.

700x15 - 6 ply

Now

31
/
2 H.P. 21"

LAWN MOWER
Briggs & Stratton Motor
Wolesale
and
Retail

No
Down
Payment

$4988
Wholesale
and
Retail

Or -your FeCatierS a,, condot pone, ,s Drewired
'flu oar even use It year round

FEDDERS-Werfairlie li At GOMM

18,000 Mugs

DC, WRICKA411 014 MOUNTAIN — Rescue workers
(top right) look into a San Gabriel Mountain ravine at
the wreckage of an Air West DC9 jetliner that collided
with a Navy F4 Phantom jet near Duarte. Calif. All 49
sibo.ird the DC9 and pilot of the Phantom were killed.

t„

95
$299
Regular in season price $3/1

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.

C

ARMSTRONG
Extra Mileage

670x15 - 6 ply

24,000 Istsigs
95

le
about a ye
wiglet at
"It all t

Plus $3.19
F.E.T.

Nylon

These Super Special models are fully deluxe Golden Era air con
ditioners. They're powerful enough to cool an entire floor, even a
complete medium -size home Vidth good circulation. Outstanding
features include three speeds (Super Cool. Normal. ultra-quiet
Loy famous Sound Barrier design, art advanced air direction systern. a procistOn thermostat, an air exchanger to exhaust smoke
filled air. The front panel has a handsome golden rush finish, and
even the pushbutton controls are concealed. We and Fedders want
to sell air conditioners now - not lust when it's hot. That's why
you re offered exceptional savings on an exceptional air
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h
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G78x1 4" or 15"

MIRACLE

Its like Central Aar Conditioning

Sed,11 Mg

Plus $2.62 F.E.T.

750x16 - 8 ply

•14. Kt 411“ 'III MI. .1.01 ACM14 ra.,11. NI%
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4-Ply Nylon—Non-Skid Tread

700x15 - 6 ply

_

By
Cop

Truck Load Sale

*,*

For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," mad Si to Abby, Box MN, Los Aageles, Cal. Maad.

PAGE

ROBY SALES
Hi-way 68
['hone i27-936t

North of Benton, Ky.
Open Sundays

—
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TV Viewers
Many hair-raising tales Hope Is
arise from wig owners Watchword Favor 'All

'RONG

rso
slyester
GLASS

AL
ill 2+2
Of 15"

320
F.E.T.

'or 1 5"

/44
0 FLY.

ius S3.00
F.E.T.

lus $3.12
F.E.T.

lus $3.19
F.E.T.

IIES

For Doctor In Family'

recounted. "I was crossing the direct aim and scored a hit.
street, when suddenly the wind
"I felt like a nest," she
By RICK DUBROW
By GAY PAULEY
caught my wiglet and it landed
reported.
Editor
Women's
UPI
HOLLYWOOD
t UPI)—A'
in
the
crosswalk.
Then there was the incident
Don't look now, lady, but you
NEW YORK (UPI)—"We are dunging of the guard is ob"I
could've
died.
Just
died.
I
at
an
apartment
complex.
A involved here with every aspect viously taking
Just lost your hair.
place among the
It all started out so in- picked it up and put it back on girl was walking home after a
of life and death and that's top-ranked weekly shows in the
my
head
before
a
man
walked
party.
nocently. You got out of your
national television ratings, with
about."
En route she ran into another what medicine is all
car wearing your brand new over it.
The words are those of Dr. wit longtime leaders as "Laugh''Everybody
who
was girl who greeted her with the
100 per cent Dynel 130 per cent
stopped at that red light saw it words, "Have you seen my Denis R. Miller, a 37-year-old be and "Bonanza" slipping a
phony,er
artificial hair You
happen. It was terrible.
physician whose whole profes- ood bit.
wiglet?"
looked great.
"A few drivers even
to
It is true that this the rerun
It seems the young lady, who sional life is geared
Unfortunately, you had to
appeared a few sheets to the chronically W children, many of season, and that programs like
walk a few blocks to a depart- honked."
Now, interested readers, the wind at that point, had mis- whom are facing death.
"Bonanza" undoubtedly would
ment store. And it was windy,
wind is not the sole cause of placed her hair somewhere on
To talk with the doctor in his do better in
their
first
really windy.
office at the New York Hospital showings. On the other hand,
the street.
You tried to be cool and not such catastrophes.
Trees with low-hanging
Five minutes later, it was complex is to find cheer and other weekly series that did
drape your arms all over your
hope, not a dour and doomed well in their initial outings —for
head. But such inexcusable limbs, moving objects and discovered.
-I think somebody ran over outlook for a child who has one example,"Ironside"and"Mancarelessness cost you your people are frequent culprits.
AT MSU GRADUATION: Suzette Settee Steele, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steele,
"I saw it happen once to a
Meadow
it," said the first girl.
hair.
of the hundreds of diseases of nix" —continue to hold up Lane, Murray,
girl
in
received a bachelor of science degree in history June 5 at the 48th commencement
Toronto,"
reported
an
Your fall went down and so
blood. It would be the fatal steadily, as witness the national exercises at
the
it
always
looks
-Oh,
like
alert reporter.
Murray State University. Shown receiving her diploma and congratulations from
did your ego.
that," replied the victim who leukemia, the lifetime afflic- ratings fq! the seven days Murray
"She was standing in the
President frarry M.Sparks,she was one of 1,355 graduates at this year's exercises.
Friends and neighbors, the
plopped the wig on her head tions of disfiguring thalassemia ending Maly 23.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
preceding has happened to middle of a street waiting for a
and kept walking.
(Cooley's anemia, sickle cell The leader of the new guard
streetcar.
Somehow
her
wig
got
more women than care to adin
television
shows
hemophilia.
anemia
or
continues
to
.'I was sitting at my desk
caught on a passing streetcar,
mit it's happened.
Dr. Miller's one big watch- be the situation comedy about a
wearing a cascade when I beSInce ladies have been don- it was yanked off and she had to gan to notice that people were word is hope; his whole staff big, "All in the Family," which
run
to
get
it."
ning wigs, wiglets, falls, casA lady at a finishing school staring at me with a funny ex- operates on it. For 'instance, of pre again ranks higher than
cades and pinned-on curls for
other
weekly
pression," a young lady re- leukemia, which 20 or 25 years any
series,
described what happened to
yews now, quite a file of case
lated.
her:
ago was the quick killer, he proving it is no fluke success
histories has built up of these
*'A top stylist in San Fran"I didn't think that much of says, "We don't laugh anymore and is a pacesetter. This show
eoilodes.
cisco had done my hair, com- it, until I was in the restroom. than a physician tells us he had finished second in the ratings,
The stories are poignant,
behind only CBS-TV's "Miss
touching. They are never fun- plete with a wiglet. Later that There was my cascade at a *- a patient who lived 15 years."
night, we went out and I was degree angle. I looked like
Causes of leukemia still elude U.S.A. Pageant."
ny.. Repeat: .fhey are never
singing away at a piano-bar. something from last night's researchers but there's been Third and Fourth, respectivefur_Ilky •
"The stylist reached over
party."
much advance in treatment, ly, were "Hawaii Five-0" and
Would you laugh if you were
and pulled off my hair. The
inthe development of "Mannix," both long-run hits,
especially
stripped
to the core on
sucklenly
place exploded in laughter."
drugs that do what Dr. Miller yet new guard in the sense that
a wowded street? Of course
A brief, but intensive survey,
calls a "holding action," adding only in the last seasson or so
not. The feeling's the same
produced two girls who lost
years in many cases to a have they mreally asserted
whgn your hair takes a hike.
their wigs when they fell down.
themselves as consistent powerchild's life.
Like the poor lady in line to
"Mine not only fell off, it
In the whole sphere of house attractions in terms of
see.'a mqyie. The manager of a flew,"
said one victim. "I put it
NEW YORK (UPI) —A full childhood blood diseases, the audience appeal. Fifth is
wig store related the episode. back
on my head before anyadvance is not likely to physician says he's "getting "Marcus Welby, M. D.," which
"Her husband had given her
fledged
body came to my rescue."
a Wig for Christmatt," she said.
occur immediately from the more and more encouraged has slipped just light from its top
'Ole night, they were standThe other female was less. stock market's present level, with better diagnosis, better rung since "All in the Family"
ingin line With some friends in fortunate.
Spear & Staff, Inc., says. The research ... inaibi. there's look over the No: 1 series spot
froat of a theater. Suddenly, a
"I was rushing to catch a company says the market has some light at the end of the Mary Tyler Moore's comedy
big gust of wind came along school bus when it happened. found support at the 900 level tunnel."
show, another new entry this
and took the wig with it.
All my students were on the bus on the Dow Jones industrial Miller, married and the
season, finished sixth in the
"Her husband chased it down and saw me.
average, but adds "more time father of two small children, is latest ratings. And several law
GRADUATES WITH HONORS: James D. Gantt, sea of Mr. and Mrs. Wlbeu Gantt, Route 2,
the street yelling things like,
"It was awful."
will be required for market director of the Children's Blood enforcement series that have Murray, was one of 130 students graduating with honors June 5 from Murray State University. Gantt,
expensive
it's
'Stop that wig
Who will ever forget the story consolidation to be completed.' Foundation (CBF), a non-profit
become potent audience-getters who was commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S. Army immediately following the com.. that's my money,' while his about the gal who washed her
independent agency that func- after a number of seasons on mencement exercises, received a bachelor of science degree in chemistry.
The
support
found
the
shower
wig,
hung
to
at
it
in
the
900
and
looked
stood
around
wife
tions as the Division of the air, "Ironside" and "Adam
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
dry, took it out and put it on, level as "generated a certain
embarrassed."
Pediatrics Hematology at the 12," ranked seventh and eighth.
Fittingly enough, they were then leaned in the direction of revival of confidence," AbraWILSON RECALLED
New York Hospital-Cornell Me- Like "Hawaii Five-0" and
A
Cornell
University
waiting to sae "Gone With the the shower only to lose her wig ham & Co. believes. "However,
PATRIOTS TRAIN
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
"Mannix,' they have blossomed biologist has shown that Indigo
which subsequently landed in the market's general technical dical Center.
The Philadelphia Phillies anone of the few places as ratings powerhouses after Buntings must learn some
CBF
is
Pople are still chuckling the toilet.
background does not seem to
BOSTON (UPI) —The New nounced
Tuesday the recall of
astronomy before making long
Not to overlook the hair- warrant the belief that this in the world where treatment of being around for a while.
about a young miss who lost her
England Patriots announced pitcher
Billy Wilson from their
migratory
trips
and
that
their
the
entire
spectrum
of
the
doesn't
walk under revival will gain much momendresser who
wiglet at an intersection
Another late-bloomer, "Medithey
will
open
Tuesday
training
"It all happened so fast," she trees anymore. A pigeon took tum," the company says. blood diseases of childhood is cal Center," continues to be guidance system is not entirely July 13 at the University of Reading, Pa. farm club to
genetically built-in as many
replace reliver Dick Selma who
Abrahani foreesees another test carried on simultaneously with strong finishing 10th.
Massachusetts.
scientists have thought.
is on the 21-day disabled list
research
and
teaching
on
Wesel
,
of the 900 and expects it to fail.
0 0000000/
diseases. Its clinic serves also
"Considering spot news and as a training center for
fundamentals, the market con- pediatric hematologists from all
tinues to act reasonably wet," over the world.
Reynolds & Co. believes. The
company says the overall
current trading indicates the
market has entered a phase of
price realignment. "Assuming
that no surprise element of
How much seed do mature
bearishness is suddenly introduced, there still appears no white pine trees produce' The
valid reason to change our closeness of the trees is an
important factor in the amount
previous ... opinion that the
of seed produced.
ultimate highs for the Dow
averages in 1971 have not yet
According to a recent study,
been recorded," Reynolds says. mature white pines can
Stock market prices are produce as much as 59 pounds
being driven down by "uncer- ( ovendry weight of viable seed
tainty over international mone- per acre. And total yields of
well over a million seeds per
tary stability, real-estate comacre would not be unusual in
mitments, a bulge in corporate
good seed years.
All Good
equity knancing, and mutualaccording
redemptions,"
fund
to Dean Witter & Co. However,
Witter suggests these factors
are only temporary and believes "earnings will shortly
L. -444y
reassert themselves as the
.STOP
Large. Buy From The Crate
prime movers of equity pri- As many as .80,000 persons
have visited the ocean liner
ces."
Queen Mary each weekend
since she moved into her new
for
birth at Pier "J" in Long Beach
Harbor.
By KAREN vrn.ip
Copley News Service
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To Show Our Appreciation Here Are Some
BONUS SPECIALS

80,000 people visit
Queen Mary liner
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Whits. that Stays White
tact for fears
Seep A Water Cleoo-Vp

Hughes Paint Store
401 Maple Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-3642

20 qt. box

PLUS 1 0°A) OFF YOUR, TOTAL
BILL
Many More Items Reduced From

20% to 50%

In Two Gallon Container
Reusable Plastic Bucket
Easily Cleaned 1001 Uses

lb.

Last Chaco • White House

ALLON

116* WW1

1E3
0

SLICED BACON

POWDERED MILK

ET PEA)
IN T
)H0 ULSATWO

holesale
and
Retail

I, Ky.
joys

The city's traffic engineering
division, gathering data which
will aid in handling traffic flow
when the liner is open to the
public, tabulated
37,280
vehicles driving past the ship's
dock area the two weekends of
March 6-7 and 13-14, for
example

same"

E.T.

4988

SALE AT

White pine seed
production studied

tit kr
CANCER VICTIM — Fred
Steinmark, 21, of Wheatridge, Colo., former University of Texas defensive
back who had his left leg
amputated less than a
week after his team
clinched the 1969 collegiate
football championship, is
dead of cancer in Houston

Throughout The Store.

Everything Must Be Sold.

Note: Limit of 2 Pounds of Bacon Per Customer
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Renko Throws One-Hitter At
Giants, Montreal Wins 4-0

Major League
Leaders

Orioles Record Seventh
Straight Win Last Night

Major League Leaden
By United Press Internatiegml
Leading Betters
National
League
players
criticism from rival
LIMIBARDI MEMORIAL
UPI Sports Writer
G. AB R. H. Pet.
..:WASHINGTON 1UPI) •--A
Steve Renko of the Montreal because he doesn't use his size
58T32 37 80.360
sitional drive to memorialize Expos is finally gaining respect to overpower hitters, showed Torre, St.L
Brock,
57
St.L
236 M 85.360
are
poise
reckoned
and
knowledge
that
Vince Lombardi, the football as a pitcher to be
By JOE CARNICELLI
59 250 45 90.360
ziach who became a symbol of with in National League circles. more important than size Garr, All
UPI Sports Writer
Davis,
56
LA
224
35 80.357
achieving excellence through
If you listen to the Baltimore
The 6-foot-6, 227-pound right- Wednesday night when he one:lard work and total dedication hander, who has taken much hit the San Francisco Giants 4- Beckert, Chi 56 224 35 79 363
Drioles, you get the feeling that
Alou, Hou
45 161 12 55 342
was launched Wednesday by
0.
be American League's Eastern
Cash,
Pitt
49
194
38 66 .340
President Richard M. Nixon.
Only a second inning single
Division race is over.
President Nixon announced
by Dick Dietz, a ball that Staub, Mont 51 180 32 60 333
The Orioles, rebounding after
51 173 35 57 .329
that the campaign will seek to
Renko said he could have Mays, SF
i faltering start, recorded their
Wills,
LA
53
214
24 68.318
*hid the Vincent T. Lombardi
flagged down if he had made an
nnth victory in the last 10
52 198 17 63 .318
Aemorial Athletic Center at
effort, deprived the 26-year-old Sngln, Pitt
games and seventh in a row
American League
..ombardi's alma meter, Fordfrom a niche in the baseball
Wednesday
night as they
G. AB R. H. Pet.
lam University in New York.
record book. But, while it was
iefeated the Minnesota Twins
By
ROYAL
BRIGHTBILL
Oliva,
Minn
48 189 35 72.381
the first one-hitter ever pitched
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (UPI)— Z-1 in 10 innings. The victory
KURPHY ELECTED
in Montreal's Jerry Park, Murcer, NY 55 194 32 70 361
Local golfers have a champion stretched Baltimore's Eastern
/Celine,
47
Det
155
29
50
BRUNSWICK, N.J.
.323
NEW
SUTTON, Mass. (UPI)—One Renko was rather calm over BRbn, Blt
in the $150,000 fourth annual lead over fading Boston, which
52 202 n 63 312
UPI)—Former U.S. Senator
the largest purses and • a his sparkling effort.
/
2
Kemper Open Invitational Tour- lost to Oakland 6-1, to 21
51 196 28 61 .311
L. Murphy from Cali- truckload of prestige went on
;eorge
"I guess I'd have to say that Rojas, KC
nament-77-year-old Larry Hin- games.
Smith,
Boa
55
218
39
67.397
ornia has been elected pres- the line today in the start of the last year, when I threw a threeFrank Robinson's two-out
The dream of every golfer— son of nearby Gastonia.
By Jane Brandon
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Walking Horse Show
Is Slated At Fulton

CAM PBELLS
FACTORY OUTLET

Byerlys, Atkins Score
Multiple Riding Wins

*FATHER'S DAY SPECIALS*
We Think Dads Are Great

Atkins Family Dominates
'Games'In Horse Show
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Open 10:00 to 5:0J Everyday
Friday till 8:00
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New York
To Fine
Policemen
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Quotes

John Garner Poole
Rites Held Today

THURSDAY—JUNE 10

LItC To ...

(Continued from Page II
General following the LRC
Final rites for John Games
meeting and said he would move
Poole of Fox Meadows Trailer
Immediately to hire an attorney
TALLAHAasc.e.., eta. —Flori- Court, Murray, were held this to be paid by the LRC.
da Game and Fish Commission morning at ten o'clock at the
"It is incumbent upon Us to
Director 0. Earle Frye, in chapel of the Blalock-Colemar, defend the legislature or at least
Funeral
Home
with
Dr.
Samuel
commenting
there
was no
for the present to have an atNEW
YORK (UP!(—City
immediate threat to human R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
bearding,
officials, who just weathered a
Pallbearers
were
Dan torney to sit in on the
health in light of the massive
said U. Gov. Wendell H. Ford,
two-clay strike by municipal
alligator and fish kill in Lake McKinney, Bernard Steen, Larry chairman of the LRC. pretrial
A
emplozes, announced WednesWatson, Frank Nance, Jr.,
Apopka:
conference on the suit is
day 21,000 policemen would be
Charlie
Robertson,
and Sam
fined for their six-day walkout "Man is a heck of a lot more Knight. Burial was in the Murray scheduled Monday in Covington.
rugged than the alligators as
in January.
The suit says the redistricting
far as coping with situations Cemetery with the arrangements plan was
not a fair and equitable
by
the
Blalock-Colem
an
Funeral
In addition, the 8,000 city that threaten his health.
reapportionm
ent and names
Home.
workers who struck Monday
several districts in each house as
Poole,
age
59,
died
Monday
at
and
Tuesday will receive WASHINGTON —New York
the Murray-Calloway County being improperly drawn.
notices in their pay Friday that County Assistant District AttorHospital. He is survived by his In other action, the LRC
they might be penalized for ney Murray J. Gross, during
wife, Mrs. Marcia Nance Poole, decided it could take no action
violating the Taylor Law, the testimony before the Senate
daughter, one son, one sister, against the state board of
one
state law prohibiting strikes by investigations subcommittee on
education for refusing to withand
one granddaughter.
suspected mob involvement in
public employes.
administrative
draw
an
stock thefts:
regulation.
But New York's public
labor "If I were to describe the
The regulation allowed the
problems apparently were not situation on Wall Street, I
board to temporarily waive any
•
over.
would would call it a free-forof its regulations without going
The state's Civil Service all. Everybody is stealing —the
through the channels of approval
Employes Association an- messenger, the clerk, even
tna
PADUCAH (UPI)—More than of the governor or a 30-day
nounced Wednesday 150,000 of supervisory personnel."
100 municipal employes, in- waiting period.
Hs members ranging from
cluding garbage collectors, today
hetpital employes to racing NEW BEDFORD, Mass. — remained off the job after
emission personnel would Joseph Gaziano, president of a walking out Wednesday in a
ROBBERS IDENTIFIED AS POLICEMEN—Witnesses idenat the U.S. Sangley Point Naval Station near Manila.
walk off their jobs next week Massachusetts fishing company, dispute with the Paducah city
iin,-(1 three Filipino policemen as being among
the
Photo shows bank manager Robert Gilman, hands
unless 8,250 persons fired for when asked why his attorney commission.
aimed men who held up the American Express
bank
raised, being led to a car as robbers brandish weapons.
budgetary reasons were rein- had a Russian ship in San
The walkout involves 102 Funeral services for Mrs.
Francisco attached pending a employes of the city's public Marguerite
stated.
Thornburg .
suit on alleged damages to works department who are Keniana Lake Shores Subdivision
tti
.be
C a a
21,000 city patrolmen aziano's lobster boats by members of the American
at Hamlin are being held today at
(Continued from Page 1)
Began their six-day walkout Russian ships off New En- Federation of State County
and two p.m. at the chapel of the
1eft. 14 to protest the city's : dC
Municipal Employes Union Blalork-Coleman Funeral Home effectiveness as chairman would
be greatly diminished."
*Vaal to pay parity backPaY— "It was the first Russian ship (AFL-CIO).
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Following the
a pay raise they mimeo wey we could find."
finance coin- Thursday, June 10th.
Mayor Robert Cherry indicated officiating.
mittee meeting, Kinkead said, Compared to
we owed to keep patrolmen in
late Wednesday the city may Pallbearers
last week pigs are
are
Walter some o members of the
line with increases given to MARASCO LOSES
corn- $2.00 to $4.00 lower.
seek an injunction to halt the Michaels,
,
IvGan
Helm,Mayield,
els
Nora,
BLOOMFIELD
,
N.J.
(UPI)
C
---1
ar mittee -then called upon Mr. Light weight
qft)cers.
strike at MeCracken Circuit Swisher,
under 25 lbs. $30.00.
Glen
Ford and I was informed after
, e Patrolmen's Benevolent —One-time green Beret Capt. Court.
Denham.
Jim
Young,
and
Burial their meeting that he was inMeociation has since won a Robert F. Marasco, who
US 1-2 26-35 lbs. 30.25
spokesmen will he in the Murray CemeterY flexible in his determination that
1586
eeprt decision in its favor on admitted killing a Vietnamese Local
US 1-2 36-45 lbs. 30.00 to 30.50
by
spy,
failed
"union
Tuesday
in his first accused the city of
with the arrangements
the I resign as chairman, going so far US 1-2 46-55 lbs.
ti pants issue. Patrolmen will
28.50
busting tactics," when the city Blacock — Coleman Funeral as to indicate he would seek a
get the first installment of their venture into politics.
US 1-2 56-69 lbs. 27.25
Home.
Marasco,
commission
eliminated
three
29,
an
insurance
confrontation with me before the US 1-2 70-89 lbs. 21.25
NO pay July 1.
Mrs. Thornburg, age 64, die entire
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
state democstittic central
Pity Personnel Director Har- agent, finished last among five concrete-finishing jobs held by
Tuesday
at
eleven
a.m.
at
the
executive committee.I. Bronstein said the candidates seeking three Re- preseot and former union ofr
US 1-3 26-35 lbs. 25.75
Murray-Calloway County "I
.The purple martin (Progne of fall migrants. As soon as
believe such a confrontation US 1-3 36-45 lbs. 26.00
irolmen would be fined two publican nominations for city ficials. The city has advertised
Hospital. Her husband, Robert E. at a
council
subs) has always been a friend their nesting and hawk-fighting
in
fiishine
concrete
for
bids
for
Tuesday's
New
later date would be injurious US 1-3 45-55 lbs. 24.00
s pay for each day of work
Thornburg, who survives, is
of man. As Peter Kalm noted duties are over for the summer,
"Awed. In addition, they will be Jersey primary election. Cam- work.
to our democratic party," US 1-3 56-69 lbs. 21.00
president of the Keniana Lake Kinkead said,
in his 18th century Travels in they start banding together in
put on a year's probation with paigning as a "man of
"and in light of US 1-3 70-89 lbs. 19.00-19.75
*
*
Shares Corp. They have been this and the fact that no financial US 1-3
North America, "they drive large flocks preparatory to
a loss of tenure during that courage," he polled 2,113 votes.
90-110 lbs., 17.75
Butter was used in India as efsrmanent residents of Keniana
All three winners were enaway both hawks and crows as departure for their winter
support
headquarters
party
for
filfi°d •
early as 2000 B.C.
Shores since 1967 moving here would
dorsed by the party.
be forthcoming from the Boars 36-45 lbs. 21.00; 46-55
soon as they see them...and home in South America. In late
lbs.,
from St. John's Ind. They have
Ford campaign group if I 22.25; 70-89 lbs., 18.75.
by their anxious notes of summer they can often be seen
owned property on Kentucky
remained in office, it was obvious
alarm, warn poultry of the by the thousands resting on'
Lake and had spent time here that my
effectiveness as chairapproach of their enemies."
telephone and power lines, and,
each year since 1955.
man
would
greatly
be
For this reason, early descending in vast swarms td:
Survivors, in addition to her
I
American settlers, learning a roosting places in trees. husband, are one daughter, Mrs.
party vice chairman Mrs.
lesson from the Indians who Sometimes during these
Loyd (Roberta Mae) Hill of Peru,
Marie Turner of Jackson will
Ind.; one son, Robert E. Tho
Federal State Market News hung gourds on high poles for autumnal rendezvous they are .
have to call the 52-member
the same purpose, erected mistaken for starlings and
burg, Jr., of Ann Arbor, Mich.;
Service June 10, 1971
ecutive committee into session
three sisters, Mrs. Helen Newh
tacky Purchase Area Hog "martin boxes" to accommo- slaughtered by the hundreds, as
Pi:NNSYLVANIA
name a new chairmatif
of Calpellar, California, Mrs
Market Report Includes 10 date these welcome visitors. they were a few years ago in
"I'll have to think Abut it,"
Uniontown
Thelma Baker of Griffith, Ind.,
Buying
Stations
Indians invited in martins to Chicago, by civic-minded
Mrs. Turner told UPI when asked
and Mrs. Clara Mattice of Hazel
Receipts: Act. 983 Est. 1100 protect their cornfields from persons thinking to protect
if
she
planning
was
to
call
an
berland
Crest, Ill.; six grandchildren.
Barrows and Gilts 25c higher marauding crows and their their property.
immediate meeting. "I'll have to
001111"="
Sows steady
meat caches from hawks, the
Martins are valuable insect
think through this and talk to
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $17.75-18.25; settlers to protect their young eaters and delightful little.
S
rehseilgbnyed„
(Kinkead) and see why he
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 817.50-17.75; chickens.
creatures to have around. In
me•-••.?
US
2-4 240-260 lbs. $17.00-17.50;
(Continued from Page 1)
The purple martin is an times past nearly every rural
She added that she did not want
W.VA.
Washington
member of the building corn- to be acting chairman "for very US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $16.50-17.00; insect eater and feeds almost dweller, especially if he raised
mittee when the Murray long with the election coming Sows
entirely on the wing. A grace- poultry, tried to attract them.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.00-14.00; ful, agile, and extremely skill- And once attracted,
Woman's Club house was erected up."
they came
$12.50-4.00; ful flyer, it will consume
on Vine Street.
up to back year after year, or as long
Kinkead, a former state US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
$11.50-12.50.
450-650
lbs.
2-3
US
The Murray woman had senator and mayor of Lexington,
2,000 insects per day. And as places were provided for
VIRGINIA
traveled extensively in North said he would support the
because of its ceaseless feeding their habitation.
America and Europe. While Democratic ticket from top to
activity, the Indians called it
married to Dr. Roane they bottom in the coming campaign"
"the bird that never rests."
resided in Harlingen, Texas, regardless of his differences with
where she taught a large class of Ford,
women for eight years in the "If voting for Bert Comb for
set arrMethodist Church there. Her Governor was considered a non- Burnard Jones of Murray
name appears on the Roane neutral act, then this was the one Route One, Coldwater cornNEW
YORK (UPI)—The
Memorial Windows, a group of such act that I committed during munity,passed away this morstock market opened mixed in
three stained glass windows just my tenure of office," he said. ning at 9:30 at the Mayfield
light trading today.
back of the pulpit and choir in the While
Shortly after the opening the
party
chairman, Hospital. He was 79 years of age
church at Harlingen, Texas.
4,
Dow Jones industrial average
i Kinkead fired frequent salvos at and his death followed an exof 30 selected blue chips was
On June 12, 1969, Mrs. Roane, the Republicans. He nicknamed tended illness.
V
,..
aro
known to her many friends as GOP gubernatorial candidate
off 0.22 at 912.24. Among the
4110
"Miss Jessie", was presented Thomas D. Emberton "silent Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
324 issues on the tape, 122
a•••••• Ila
Paschall Jones of
with the Outstanding Woman of Tom" for his low-key campaign Cordie
advanced and 96 declined.
Woodcraft" award by the local during the primary and called Murray Route One; one
In the steels, U.S. Steel
daughter, Miss Mary Elizabeth
WOW organization.
tacked on 1,4 to 321
/
2, Jones &
GOP
lieutenant
governor
A mule-powered barge makes its way on the Chesapeake
Mrs. Roane was the former nominee W. James Host "Pretty Jones of Dayton, Ohio; one son,
Laughlin eased ½ to 14%.
and Ohio Canal. Dotted ligp in map shows the canal.
Jessie Crawford, daughter of the Boy Host" and "Bubbles Host." Henry Lee Jones of Murray
Gregarious and courageous, Bethlehem and Republic- were
fill his mission in 1784, when he opened to Cumberland at a cost
By RAYMOND WILCOVE
late John G. and Sallie Littleton The latter sobriquet stemmed Route One; one brother, Walter .martins will nest just about unchanged at 21% and 26%,
helped secure a charter for the of more than $11 million.
Central Press Association
Crawford. She was educated in From Kinkead's charge that Host Jones, 1610 Miller Avenue, anywhere they can find suit- respectively.
"Potomac Company."
Correspondent
Trade grew rapidly and eventhe public schools here and the made some improper dealings in Murray; step daughter, Mrs. L. able habitation. They seem to
General Motors surrendered
tually
more
Washington,
than
500
as
president
iWASHINGTON
boats
of
plied
- A land
P. Downings of Shelbyville, Ind.; prefer to nest in colonies, a v• to 83, Ford I/4 to 82%.
winch George Washington trod the company, devoted a consid- the canal, with traffic reaching Calloway Normal College in connection with the state parks
l admired and which he hoped erable amount of time to the a peak in 1871. But a devastat- Kiek.sey founded by the late Dr. contract for a bubble cover for a step son, Keys Lindsey of Paris, trait
which omithologistc Chrysler gained ½ to 23%.
Du Pont at 142% and
uld become a link between project. 't'he work continued af- ing flood in 1889 and railroad Rainey T. Vielle: She began swimming pool at General Butler Tenn.
believe stems from the original
Funeral arrangements are
Atlantic and the Midwest ter his death in 1799 and by competition forced the canal teaching at the age of fourteen in State
t
Monsanto
at 47 were unPark
habit
of
Carrollton.
at
nesting in hollow trees
tat now about to become a real- 1802 the Potomac Co. had sub- company into bankruptcy and the primary subscription spring
Kinkead asked the state incomplete, but friends may call and holes in cliffs. They will changed. Eastman Kodak lost
operations
finally
stantially
ceased
completed
in
the
river
1924
lt
at the Max Churchill Funeral
schools and later taught in the legislative audit committee
• • •
to
often share their homes with k•2 to 81%
gislation has been enacted, and canal system.
public district schools of investigate the purchase without Home after five p.m. today
Fractional gainers in the oils
IN
1938,
the
United
States
Despite great ingenuity in
other birds providing there is
112 years after his death, to esThursday).
included Jersey Standard ½ to
pur hased the canal right-of- Edgehill,
Salem,
Kelley, competitive bidding.
tt(blish as a national park a engineering, however, it proved
room.
English
sparrows
and
way. Since then. Congress has Crossland, Hazel, and Kirk.sey.
77%, Phillips % to 3174, Texaco
11
wilderns4-mile stretch of land, much impossible to remove all obstastarlings often take advantage % to
been urged to establish a park
Funeral services for Mrs.
351,4 and Occidental k's to
s area, extend- cles to navigation and the comof it a
of this hospitality arid take 19. Atlantic
In an effort to spur action, Su- Roane
will be held Friday at ten
from the nation's capital to pany's charter was ultimately
Richfield surrenpreme
Court
Justice
William
over.
But
0.
sometimes the dered 74 to 71, Getty 1/1 to
Cumberland, Md.. in the rugged revoked in 1821.
a.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
NM.
Douglas
has
annually
since
• • •
martins gang up on the in- and Superior 1 to 201.
slopes of the Alleghany Moun1954 led a group of hikers on a Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
tain&
CONSTRUCTION and success 10-mile
considerate
invaders
and
dive
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., ofLockheed and United Aircraft
trek along the canal.
The Chesapeake and Ohio of the Erie Canal in New York
bomb them away. For some were unchanged at les and 37,
After its purchase, 22 miles ficiating.
Historical Park will parallel the renewed interest in Washing- along the lower
reason martin's hold eternal respectively, while Boeing lost
portion of the
Interment will be in the Murray
old canal which Washington ton's project and a new com- canal was restored
by the Na- Cemetery with the arrangements
enmity for hawks and crows. '-'• to 22k4 and McDonnellOnceived and will include the pany, the Chesapeake and Ohio tional Park
Service. The en- by the
Let either of these predators Douglas eased 4/4 to 35. •
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Great Falls of the Potomac a Canal Co., was formed in 1828 croachment
of civilization conHome where friends may call
few miles from the capital. which absorbed the charter tinuously
Fractional gainers in the
show up in their territory and
threatened, however,
Which Washington often visited rights of the Potomac Co.
electronics included Control
it is in for trouble.
to destroy the basic values of
to gaze at and admire. It will
President John Quincy Ad- the rest of the canal.
Uttering a loud cry of Data v. to 62%, Burroughs VI to
include about 15,000 acres.
ams presided at the .ground
/
2, and Zenith ei to 52.
Today, even before restora- FLY AIRLIFT
alarm, the martin will attack, 1241
• • •
breaking ceremony July 4, 1828. tion
of the locks and lock housHoneywell jumped 144 to 105%.
TOKYO
diving
(UPI)
like
—About
a
jet
20,000
fighting
plane
Following
this, thousands of es, aqueducts,
WASHINGTON is credited
tunnels and brid- fireflies were flown
American Telephone tacked
into Tokyo
at the enroacher's head and
with having first conceived the laborers, including more than ges and repairs to the
canal this week by
1,000
indentured workmen from and
air express from
idea of binding the populated
back. Soon other martins will on La to 44k12.
towpath, the canal is reJapan's southern islands of
astern areas of the young re- England and Ireland, using axes, garded as probably
appear to join battle and
the finest
pullers, shovels and relic of
public with the virgin areas be- stump
Now You Know
the great engineering Kyushu and Shikoku.
wheeling, dodging, and
yond the Alleghanies of what scrapers, cleared the path for feats of the canal-building
The lightning bugs will be
longest sausage ever
The
era.
executing
other
evasive
maneuwas then the West by providing the canal and gouged a ditch
Sen. Charles WC, Mathias, released in the gardens of
vers, the hawk or crow under made was for the coronation of
cheap water route for corn- more than 15 feet wide.
R-Md., a sponsor of the park Chinzanso
restaurant for childIlerCe.
However, labor dissension, a legislation, said that "no other
attack will hastily decide it has Frederick as first king of
HELLO, YOUR GRACE—David (right) and John Kunst
ren and adults to watch at
After resigning his commis- cholera epidemic and legal com- park can boast such
business elsewhere and make Prussia in 1701. It was carried
nivet Princess Grace at Monaco Palace as they conscenery, night
industrial
through the streets by 103
ion as commander-in-chief of plications slowed progress and Wildlife and history so
smog
has
close to
tracks out of the vicinity.
'woe their 'round-the-world walk. The Waseca, Minn.,
he Continental Army. Wash- It was not until 1850 that the millions of
butchers and measured 2,000
Americans. and yet killed off most fireflies in
hlothers
Here
in
the
hike
their
continue
through
United
will
the USSR
States, feet in length and
nftton began his efforts to ful7 entire length of the canal was so undistut bed
Tokyo
weighed 840
and Japan with their donkey, "Willie Make It "
martins are among the earliest
pounds
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THE PLACE TO START
on
Ready to stop talking and start banking? Put $4500 down
each
this property -and be prepared to bankiaround $4500
year. Call us before your friends do.

Brazelton Principal Resigns
Cletus (Sonny) Hubbs Jr.,
principal at Brazelton Junior
High School for the past two
years, has resigned his post.
July
He will leave Brazelton
princi1 and will assume the
Junior
pal's post at Southern
Aug.
High School in Louisville
announcean
to
according
2,
ment made Wednesday by Dr.
David Whitehead, superintendent of the Paducah school system.

BarNrADS
How you can save
on European flight
NMURR AY J.BROWN

Hubbs came to Paducah from
Hopkinsville where he was principal at Hopkins ville High
School in July of 19. He was
appointed principal at Brazeloo I
ton by the Paducah S c h
Board the previous April.
He succeeded Milton Diehl in
the Brazelton position.
Dr. Whitehead, in making the
announcement, said "I hate to
see him go." The superintendent said, however, he is happy
to see Hubbs taking advantage
of personal advancement.
In taking over the helm of
the Louisville school which has
1.150
an ennilment of about
students in grades seven
through nine. Hubbs will once
again be working under Dr.

100'x200' LAKE LOT at Keniana
Shores for only $795.00. $10.0C
down and $10.00 per month.
J12C
Phone 436-5582.
The round-trip regular econATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
omy fare from New York dur- THREE BEDROOM, two bath choice location. Three bedrooms,
Treed Editor
ing the "high" or summer home of Dr. Mary Bell. Large plus study or office, two baths,
CLETUS BURINS JR.
NEW YORK (UPI) — If you season—from June through
living room with well lighted family room with fire-place, all
are planning to fly to Europe August—to typical destinations
kitchen. Built by Earl Nanney. built-in kitchen with lots of
this year, read on. It could are $596 to Paris, $636 to
neigh- cabinet space, 2 car garage.
Newman Walker.
Near college, quiet
Frankfurt or Geneva and $704 borhood. Phone 753-6527.
Walker, superintendent of the save you money.
J16C Draperies stay, established yard.
Traits-Atlantic fares are to Rome.
Louisville School System, was
City school district. 1702 Audubon
How
last.
than
year
this
hither
when
Paducah
the
in
These
fares you will 62 ACRE farm, located 3 miles Drive ( Keenland Subdivisionsuperintendent
"about
say
airlines
The
flinch?
pay for a two-week trip. If, south of Ken Lake on Hwy. 94.
Hubbs came here.
near new high school). Call 753eight per cent more, on the however, you can arrange to
Has long road frontage on Ky. 94 8459 or 753-9368 for apHubbs will be attending Mur- average."
take three extra days, you can and 'A mile of frontage on Hico
J16C
pointment.
So say you are Mr. and Mrs. qualify for the 17/28 days
ray State University this sumRoad. Suitable for farming or
Average American and you've excursion fare.
mer before moving to his new
-commercial purposes. Could be
job, working on his Rank One got a two-week vacation and
Now,for the summer season subdivided. Reasonably priced. FOUR BEDROOM House, shop
above
hours
from
fly
to
30
like
would
of
you
requirement
flight from New York, you will WOULD YOU like a reasonably and trailer space. See Rudy
J12P
Duncan on 732 Highway.
New York to Paris.
his Masters degree.
pay only $413 to Paris, $442
You are not a member of a to Frankfurt or Geneva and priced building lot on the north
group or special toui so you $489 to Rome, for respective end of town? We have three lots
ST LISTED for only $9,750. - In
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
must pay an individual fare. savings of $183,$194 and $215 located in the North Hills Sub- cellent condition, this older
division near Old 641. Utilities are ouse has FOUR bedrooms,
You find out the fare between per person.
5 Cushion
ACROSS
010MOUD MMUMEID New York and Paris round trip
modern kitchen, bath, utility,
are able to get away available.
6 Symbol for
you
If
1061 MOO
silver
economy is $596. The same for a 1.ger vacation, your OR HOW about a fine building electric heat, new siding & roof,
I Soft food
OMM
WOOD
121001
Harvests
7
4 Extra
8 Slave
OUOM 00000 MO flight last summer would have summer 29/45 day round-trip site in the west end of town? We beautiful shady lot. Only les
9 Tattered cloth
9 Tell
COMO TOVICKIEBEI cost $554.
excursion fare from New York have an outstanding lot located blocks from school.
12 The self
Keep reading. It is possible will drop to $357 to Paris, on Park.lane. This is one of the
13 Boy attendants 10 Beverage
MOM Gi1311311
14 Guido's
if Long, slender
COODMOD DIE10013 to save up to $299 on flights $372 to Frankfurt or Geneva few lots left in this area.
hue not.
fish
LIM UDDLIO BUM to Paris and even more to other and $380 to Rome,for savings PERHAPS YOU would rather $8,000. FULL price for this three
15 Squandered
16 Cover
house with VI acres of
MOUDO OMM
COM
hom
17 Deer's
destinations in Europe. of $239; $264 and $324, re- have something In Lake:way ibedroom
18 Veracity
=GO 00100 BO popular
19 Heul
!land. New kitchen cabinets,
air.
travelers,
individual
For
Worthless
20
20 Musical &Mu
MMOOMO MOMMOO lines have two kinds of fares. spectively, as against the reg- Shores. We have two lots to be electric heat, modern bath, good
Moving
21 Leek through
ular fare.
M0083 OMUMO
sold together on a corner just two well. Included is a shop building,
21 Surgical thread
23 Bitter vetch
First, there are the "regular"
24 A state
22 Wear away
if
can
you
again
And
post- blocks from the lake. The price is carport, outside storage building.
fares that permit you to leave
27 Be mistaken
23 Shed. tree
45 Organ of
36 Prohibit
28 In music, high
Only 5 minutes from town.
pone your vacation until after right.
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reweek
the
of
day
any
network
hearing
Nerve
25
37 Likeness
29 Cubic meter
IF YOU want a larger tract of
gave
$100
on
you'll
August,
before
organ
or
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Vital
Prefix:
for
46
overseas
short
main
26
Preposition
30
39 Cowboy
47 Cloth measure
compet rt
regular fares and $60 on ex- land located on Kentucky Lake, 1NEAR M.S.U. This centrally
31 Knave et cards 28 Swiss nver
long a period as you like.
32 Cheer
29 Declare
48 Unit of
we have a 36 acre tract at An- heated and air conditioned house
40 Seed
the
"excursion" cursion rates.
Second are
33 Babylonian
Portugues.
31 Foot lever
42 Care for
The range of fares is truly derson Creek. This property goes has three bedrooms large kitchen
lower
deity
much
These
are
fares.
currency
Tier
meal
43 Army
34 More unusual 32
down to the T.V.A. line. There are with built-ins, double carport,
than regular fares but limit you amazing—and confusing.
51 Coniunctioo
44 In favor of
35 Argue
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if you can several good building sites on this carpeting, den, two baths. Buy
For
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arbitrarily.
of
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overseas
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7 • Ws0 0 1
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set durations and you pay a arrange your trip to Cast 29/45 land.
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:•:•7:13
39 U
VA
40 Let it and
departure on Fridays and August 31 you will pay only Main Street. Office phone 753- INCOME property- This house
3'AV
41 Conduclor's
$297 compared to the regular 5064, home phone 753-3059.
Saturdays.
•X••
has three apartments, is located
stick
Last year, excursion fares summer fare of $596 between John C. Neubauer, Associate near M.S.U. and is in excellent
•••,..,
43 Extinct.
•:•::•:•Y•
,••*: .•::: were egective for overseas
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What a difference a day Airlines,flying from New York, TODDLERS DAY Care Now open
be had on this real neat split
International
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affiliate,
and
OWN
remust
you
If
make!
could
for children three months to three
.
.
.
It has four bedrooms, 21,2
level.
Nassau.
servicing
Bahama,
Air
approved.
L
State
I Church1 bench
main in Europe less than 17 a $40 round-trip hop from years.
•••
'••••.:
baths,den with fireplace, kitchen
•••••••
Experienced
2 Arabia'n
rates.
Reasonable
will
or more than 45 days, you
••
Miami. Both fly to Luxemwith builtins, seperate dining
chieftain
•••
have to pay the regualr indi- bourg in the heart of Western help. Day or week. Phone 753- room, double garage. Owners
3 Billboaird
'••••••
J12C
to
teet,s vidual fare.
Distr. by
4 Spurt forth
Europe. As against lowest com- 4481.
have left town and are ready to
i
parable fares for IATA memsell Also central heat and air.
alterations,
home
your
ALL
bers, they offer savings ranging seOkt
from $85 to $142 from New remodeling, etc. Free Estimates. SURBURBIA LIVING- Save city
JuneXIC
York, and from $157 to $236 Phone 753-6173.
taxes and have all the convia Miami/Nassau, to Luxem- eAINTING:INTERIOR
and veniences. This Beautiful three
bourg, linked to the rest of exterior.
service. bedroom brick has central heat
Fast
Europe by air, rail and bus
References. Phone 382-2299. TFC and air, entry hall, Pra baths,
services.
carport AND double garage,
For instance, Icelandic's
DOZING, $8.00 per hour, 3 hour completely carpeted, built-in
summer season 17/28 day exminimum. International dozer. range, family room, shady lot
cursion from New York to
753-8548 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone
115'a 250'. On blacktop and water
Luxembourg is $325 compared
system.
to 1ATA excursion rates from J11C
New York of $413 to Paris or
$442 to Frankfurt. It is $8.70 HIGH SCHOOL girl will babysit BRAND NEW This extra neat
by train to Paris and $8 by bus during sununer.Phone 753three bedroom brick has two full
to Frankfurt from I,uxem- =00.
baths, central heat and air,
bourg.
Completely carpeted, built-in
3nge & dishwasher, utility,
located near new Murray High
School.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HANDY MAN Special!! Old six
room house on large lot with fruit
bees. Highway frontage. Phone
J16C
753-4486.

mom mom

pith,

WHO,
HOW MUCH
&WHEN
BOO

ANOTHER NEW ONE across the
street from the one above. Has
1V2 baths, family room, garage,
utility, central heat and air,
carpeting, built-in range, some
shade trees on lot. See it today
before it's sold.
NOT QUITE FINISHED- but will
be in two weeks this extra neat
three bedroom brick has two full
baths, large den, kitchen with
built-in dishwasher, self cleaning
oven, carpeting, entrance hall,
lots of closets.

Your Checkbook. It gives
you accurate records and
legal propf of payment.
Open your own Checking
Account here. Soon. It's
the business-like way to do business.

ONLY $17,000. Will buy this three
bedroom brick. Has carpe
large living room, den, ca
and large shady lot. Near New
Murray High and elementary
school. It's a bargain.
MOVE TODAY into this neat as a
pin two bedroom brick. It has
electric heat, extra large living
room, dining room.. l's baths,
carpeting throughout. Possession
with deed.

PEOPLESCY ,BANK
MURRAY

KY.

DADDY'S UTILE GIRL. GROWS UP—Soon to be marl ied
to Edwa,d ( .
, White House wedding. daddy's
little gii I Till
. ,„ (top) is a big girl (lower) n(iw
Ti iciii .10d
are shown at baseball il,arne,, ill
ii(n in 1957 and 1969
. W

See HOYT or RAY at ROBERTS
REALTY for all your real estate
needs. Whether bliying or selling,
for appraisals or property
management see the fellows at
ROBERTS REALTY 505#Main,or
call 753-1651. MEMBERS OF
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE.
If one of the places which you
wanted has been sold see us
anyway, we probably have
J12C
something else similar.

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? NO CARPOOL
Across the street from the elementary school. 3 bedroom, lvr,
bath brick with large den-kitchen combination. 200 feet deep
lot with beautiful shrubs in backyard. Let the kids cto the
walking while you have another cup of coffee.
HAVEN'T YOU OVERLOOKED SOMETHING?
Could you use 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, a large family room,
central heat and air, large kitchen, patio and big closets? If
your answer is yes, don't overlook this home. Priced at
$24,750.
OUR TELEPHONES ARE RINGING
Cause we have another bargain "fixer upper". This 4
bedroom, 2 bath house would fit most any size family.
Mother-in-law lives with you? The cute little 3 room house in
your big backyard would suit her and you to a "T".$26,500 for
both houses.
NEED OFFICE SPACE?
We have just the place. Big brick building. Call your helper
and start hammering. Then count the profits in December.
REMEMBER
The price of that acreage you could have bought 10 years
ago? What is the price now? What will this 50 acres on
Barkley Lake bring in 1981? You can make the profit.
JUNE TIME, TUNE TIME
Hum a tune as you putter around your cottage in Center
Ridge. Then get the boat out of your boat house and go after
those big bass. What an ideal place to relax for just $28,600.

GRANDN
Merry
ditiesa. }Ca
racabike

WOULD YOU
Like a place close to the lake but not far from town? This 2
bedroom cottage in Panaroma Shores is only $13,900.
WANTED - SPEEDIEST BUYER IN TOWN
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! or you'll be left out! It doesn't take
long to sell a house in this area. So, if you've been looking for
a nice place to live that is close to everything, this is it. This
home is across from the University and has good income
from separate upstairs furnished apartment. If you are a
serious buyer, be sure and see this home.
COUNTRY LIVING - TOWN CONVENIENCES
This 3 bedroom country home has a garden waiting just for
you. And how about cool air conditioning for these hot muggy
days or a warm fireplace for cool nights. 2 baths and a builtin kitchen adds to the appeal. For an added bonus you will get
the draperies - all this for $22,000.
LOTS AND LOTS OF LOTS
Kirksey Highway - 3,4 acre lots -$1375 each
Broad Extended - Nice - only $2600
Kingswood - 100 x 150 corner lot
Sycamore extended - all sizes
Oakdale - 111 x 211 wooded
S. 16th at Martins Chapel Rd.240 x 300
2 lots corner KY avenue and Calloway
N. 13th and Olive - zoned for 4 apartment rental
Waterfront lots - Panaroma Shores '
Waterfront lots- Pine Bluff Shores
Large lot on Farmer Avenue zone R-4
CALL IT CHARM
This 4 bedroom home has that certain something everyone
wants. Split level design in excellent condition. Central heat
and air, 2 baths, carpeted, complete kitchen and large den
with fireplace. Your teenager can walk to school and save
your gas.
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STOP MALINGERING
Renting? Going nowhere? Feeling kinda blue? Call about this
listing. This is what I'll do - sell you -3 bedroom, brick veneer
on quiet street with nice shade and fenced back yard $17,900.

SEI
. mo
boat with :
753.8964.

3TE:

BARE IS BEAUTIFUL
10 acres with nothing on it but trees. Highway frontage and
only $6500.
Like subdivision land les mile from M.S.U.? Call quick!!
300 acres on lake. Think of the possibilities.
SOMETHING SPECIAL - NOT A HOUSE BUT A WAY OF
LIFE
Nestled in the trees overlooking Ky. Lake. This year round
home offers outstanding quality and beauty with a fireplace
and built-in range in kitchen. All this and much much more.
Over 300 feet lake frontage.
CATCH A FALLING PRICE TAG
And enjoy the savings ($2500). In the country just 5 minutes
from town. 3 bedroom brick home on 2 acres of land. Now
priced at only $18,500.
BRING YOUR YARDSTICK AND MEASURE
Lots of space in this older home in Hazel. 3 bedrooms, large
utility porch, beautiful shrubs and flowers and a bonus of a
small apartment. At $12,000 you can afford to spend a little
time making this a beauty.
IS THIS POSSIBLE?
$17,000 for bdth houses? Yes! Two for the price of one and
only 1 block from the university.
PLAIN TALK - GREAT PRICE
Great location, 3 bedroom brick with carport and beautiful
backyard. Needs love and attention. $17,500.
BE A LANDLORD - BUY A DUPLEX
Live in one side, rent the other. Brick and a bargain at
$19,000.
LIKE A NEAT LITTLE PLACE ON A CORNER?
Fenced yard for children or pets, every room except kitchen
IS carpeted. Convenient to shopping, comfortable, and only
$22.000.
SORRY NO VACANCY
You know, that's all you can find if you're looking for an
apartment. Well here's your chance to own your own home
and rent the upstairs to help pay your mortgage. Downstairs
kitchen with dishwasher, living room, dining room, three
bedrooms, 2 baths. $26,500.
OUTGROWN THE OLD NEST?
Here's a beautiful big 4 bedroom brick,central heat and air, 2
baths, completely built-in kitchen,large lot and 2 car garage.
Let us show you this beauty.
IS SHE PARTICULAR?
If she is, show her this charming spotlans 3 bedroom, carpeted home with 2 baths, large combination den and kitchen
ooflira
en
all thisall bu
blocks from the new high
pdlaceandll
$24900
built-Ins.
school
for
,
JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER
A lovely home designed for comfortable family living.
Located in a quiet wooded neighborhood. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, extra Large family room,fireplace, 2 car carport and
central heat and air. You will love it when you see it.
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR
Home 753-5020
Office /53-4342
EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Office 753-4342
Home 753-4910
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1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
185 h.p. Gray Marine loboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
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HELP WANTED

IIILJJYY

HOUSE AND LOT within 3 or 4
miles from Murray,7534911.
JI1P

BOAT
"This 4
ze family.
m house in
$26,500 for

••1433

9 FT. x 9 FT. Umbrella tent or
tent of similar size. Also other
camping equipment. Phone 7538034.
J11P
WANT TO BUY; kitchen table
not over 30 inches wide with 4
chairs. Also porch swing. Phone
753-7575.
ITC

NOTICE

BOY WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753JunelOC.
3045.

NOTICE

Electrolux, manufacturer of vacuum cleaners,
floor polishers and carpet shampooers, now
represented by Donald Osmus of Murray for
Calloway County and surrounding area.
For Sales or Service Phone 753-9808

ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
us completely cover your home
with Reynolds weather tight
Donald Osmus
aluminum siding. Also we do
Murray Rt. 2, Box 249
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Two miles north of 5-Points
Storm windows & door, shutters
and carports. Free estimates.
Call Garland's Aluminum SerH&R USED Furniture Store will MOBILE HOME & boat in- vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
open Tuesday, June 8, 4 miles out surance. Broad coverage. Low Sedalia 326-8398.
Junel8C
on Concord Road. Furniture of all rates. Excellent claim service.
your
in
sitting
baby
DO
WILL
kinds and lots of antiques. Phone See us before you buy. Galloway
J12C
home. Phone 753-2580.
Insurance
&
Real
Estate
Agency.
753-4716.
J10C
Phone 753-5842.
July7C
WILL ADDRESS envelopes.
J10C
Phone 753-5407.
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

IMMEDIATELY
FOR

WANT TO BUY used baby crib.
Call 436-2280.
J12C

NOTICE

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Ltmiber
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, 6'4", HOUSE AND LOT on Highway Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
Chevy wood. Excellent con- 732, Pi miles from Kentucky
/
2 acre land. Place
dition. Kawasaki 100 cc Trail or Lake. About 11
Sealed proposals for the construction of a Terminal-Office
Building at the Murray-Calloway County Airport will be received
racebike. Phone 753-9575. J1OP well improved. 8 room house,
NEW
TWO
bedroom,
all
by
electric
the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board at the City Hall,
large garage, large living room,
Murray, Kentucky, until 1:30 p.m., CDT, June 30, 1971, at which
FUW1ISHED 150 Trailer. Two with divider between living room trailer, has carpet throughout.
time
and place all proposals will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
bedroom, air-conditioned, car- and kitchen. 2 large porches front Located on private lot. Phone 4929785.
J10C
Plans,
specifications, and contract documents may be
pet, fenced in yard and un- and back.Phone 436-2351. J12C
examined or obtained at the City Clerk's Office, Murray, Ken
derpinning. Phone 753-7854. J14C
lucky
42071, for the sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per set. No
ONE BROWN human hair fall. THREE ROOM furnished house
refunds will be made.
with bath, electric heat, air
The
Murray
-Calloway County Airport Board reserve's the right
753-4066,
after
6:00
Phone
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar, 500
to reject any and all bids, to waive informalities, and to negotiate
J12P conditioner, garage. On Benton
piggy back amplifier. 1951 GMC p.m.
with the apparent qualified best bidder to such extent as max,be
Highway inside city limits.
necessary.
pickup with new engine. Phone
Married couple preferred. No
DUCKS;
TURKEYS:
chickens,
J14P
4374447.
J10C
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
Guineas. Adults and babies. pets. Phone 753-6632.
guaranteed or your money back.
selection.
Large
Hubert
APARTMENTS
Phone Shapemakers,753Alexander, 3 miles South of FURNISHED
2962.
Sedalia. Phone 3724563.
July13C
J16P for summer and fall. Airconditioned, washers and dryers
available.
Zimmerman
ApartAs of June 8, 1971, I, Robert E.
REGISTERED Apricot
UP. TRACTOR type riding AKC
Edwards, will not be responsible
male Poodle puppy, 8 weeks old, ments, South 16th Street, phone
mower. Good condition.
J10C
for any debts other than my
fully weaned and dewormed. 753-6609.
INCOME TOO small? With full or COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
753-4168 between 7 and 5 or
own.
J1OP
Phone 753-6379.
J12C
1T53-6fl6after5:30.
J10C
FURNISHED TWO bedroom part time Rawleigh Home Ser- girls; nine full or part time
many
earning
vice
Plan,
$3
experience
openings.
No
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
FOR THE cleanest carpets in apartment. Air-conditioned. Also
hourly and up. Write giving necessary, we train. Excellent
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
town,rent a new shampooer $1.00 small apartment for girls. 1614
1111 lLAL
'''"-33rr44?.?
J14C phone No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh earnings. For interview ap- Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far
and use Blue Lustre. Western Main. Phone 753-3106.
Co., Freeport, Illinois or call pointment call 753-1711.
J11C
mington, Kentucky.
June29N
Auto, home of "The Wishing ONE BEDROOM
furnished 815-232-4161 between 8 and
Well.".
J12C apartment. Air-conditioned. 4:30.
J10C
25 WATT GUITAR amplifier with
ANYONE INTERESTED in the
NOTICE
Close to campus. Couples or
revarb and treble. Phone 753upkeep of New Providence
RUPP GO-CART 1970 model. mature adults only.
3795.
Also two WANTED OFFICE Manager for
J10C
cemetery please send conVery good condition. $75.00 bedroom
duplex, carpeted, small office. Payroll experience
tributions to Jim Albritten, Hazel
Call 753-2342 or see at 503
central air and heat, washer,
DOZER, tilt trailer, 14 ton
Route Two.
JlIC
Poplar.
IT?' dryer. Stove and refrigerator . preferred. $100 to $125 per week.
50' truck. All for $2,500.00.
Will train veteran with clerical
South
Fulton,
Tennessee
Available June 1. Furnished or background. Apply State Em;11
1U excellent condition. Phone PENTA
SERVICES OFFERED
TREATED lumber. unfurnished.
Call 753-9135 or 753- ployment Service, Community
J11C
753-8548 after 5:00 p.m.
Resistant to rot and termites. 4478.
J10C Building, 630 Ellis Drive,
!12 Member Group-5 Horns, 4 Rhythm,
Ideal for boat docks and any
Murray, Friday 9:00 a.m. or 319
MILLIONS OF rugs have been weather exposed uses. Murray
1,3 Singers
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's Lumber Co., Maple Street, NICE FURNISHED apartment South Seventh Street, Mayfield,
for college girls-summer and fall. Kentucky 247-3857.
1TC
America's finest. Rent electric Murray,Kentucky.
ITC Phone
753-5106 after 5:00 p.m. TF
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
J12C
REGISTERED IRISH Setter
TEACHERS OR substitute
pups. Excellent pedigree. Phone
teachers, part-time or full-time liLast State Line
So. Fulton, Tenn. I
NATIONAL
HOTEL; large office summer jobs in this area,
o4Moto 4110110.•41=1.0.111.1110 4111111. 41•1.0tiMit04•10.0.111•10.04
753-3509 after 6:00 pin.
J23C
1111111111.SS
space on Main Street. Inquire at representing Field Enterprises
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs INTERESTED IN FLYING?
Hotel
desk.
J11C
Corporation, for rent or sale. Rant applies to Private pilot and solo flight inEducational
MEN'S SUITS, 40-R, p.m-woo.
Girl's dresses, coats, size 7-9 Jr.,
presenting home school coor- purchase. Lonardo
Piano formation-Free-. Call 7534759
TWO BEDROOM apartment.
dinated materials. Contact Ray Company, across from Post Guaranteed license
FIVE4 Foor modern floor $3.00 and $5.00. Phone 753furnished. Near University
JI1P
Shreve, P.O. Box 726, Mayfield Office, Para,Tenn. "
easy. Two-4 foot modern floor 5917.
J12C
J11C available.
Phone 753-7560 after 5:00 p.m.
J12C
Ky.,or call 247-4618.
calm. Suitable for any type of
J10C
HOUSE TRAILER, completely
retail business. Phone 7534E6E5 JOE COOL\
HI, JOE . . I I-IEAR YOU'RE
1231.
JI1C furnished. Moving out of state, HOUSE TRAILER, 12x50, air- SALES PERSONAL, $800.00 per
GOING OUT FOR TRACK..
kAt46946 AROUND
will sell cheap. $550.00 Phone conditioned. Near University.
month while training. Sales
TI4E
STUDENT
/
J11C
436-2113.
TOY POODLES,black and white.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3462. JUG' Personal, Married, service
UNION..
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and 8':12'xI3'6" TENT with floor. Like
exempt, $150.00 per week Must
equipment. Phone 753753Phone
offer.
new. Best
NEW TWO bedroom duplex have two years experience in
June74C 3683.
186%
J14C apartment. Central heat and air, outside sales
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone Hostesses
All 1971 Model Merchandise Is Being Sold At A Big 753-7850.
TFC Waitresses
JOBS
Discount - 1972 Models Are On Order! We Use
UNLIMITED
1627
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, Broadway, Paducah, Ky., 1442Original Pads In All Sets We Repair.
located at 1602 Dodson. Phone 8161.
J12C
753-6564.
J120

P R
IJ T E.

APPLY AT

NE LEDGER& TIMES

WILL BUSIIIIOG vacant lots
inside city limits. Reasonable
rates. Contact Joey West, 753J10C
3798.
STUD SERVICE,AKC registered
Irish setter with champion back
ground. Phone 753-7484, after 4:00
J10C
p.m.
PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 321),:
8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 pm.,
(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
400Saturday.
June 14C
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Shop, open 3:00 p m.- 10:00 p.m.
Tuesday
through
Friday.
Saturday, 11.00 8 7:00. Closed
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c
Men's haircut, $1.00. Hornbuckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
TFNC
Street. Phone 753-7742
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WE Have The Original

CURTIS MA THIS Parts.

e of one and

INTELLIGENT YOUNG man
with college degree, looking for
summer employment. Call 7538844.
TFNC

YOUR CURTIS MATHIS DEALER

Central Shopping Center

Phone: 753-5865

TWO BEDROOM brick. Drapes, WANTED: CLEANING help for
stove and air conditioner fur- resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone 474nished. Available June 15. Also, =88for appointment.
J15C
three bedroom house, available
June 25,$115.00 per month. Phone POSITIONS AVAILABLE now
753-3903.
J12C for college girls, high school
girls, housewives, full or part
. Earn as much as you would
e. Phone 753-9745.
J11C

1971 HONDA 450 motorcycle. Will
11 reasonable. Phone 733J11C 1962 VOLKSWAGEN, $295.00
Phone 753-9331 after 6:00 p.m.
J10C
AROLIAS BULLS from 8
nths to 2 years old, 20
1956 CHEVROLET pick-up with
egistered pure bred, half French
cattle racks. Phone 435-5472. J1OP FURNISHED APARTMENT for
college boys. Summer and fall
aroliiis bulls and 30 pure
semester. Phone 753-5108 after
arolias bulls without papers.
1957 WHITE CHEVROLET.
so Charolias cows and open and
TFC
J10C 5:00p.m.
Phone 753-7772.
ed Charolias heifers. Estes
tockyard, West Vienna, Ill.
NICE THREE room furnished
64 PONTIAC TEMPEST con' 'ne days, area 618-658-7203 or
apartment, air conditioned.
vertible. Needs work,$75.00. Also
ights, area 618-658-5856.
J15C 62 Thunderbird, looks and runs Private entrance, 1405
Poplar.
J12C
good,$150.00. Phone 753-

WHO DO YOU
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aIRL IN
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IN MEMORY
In Memory of Our dear
husband and Dad, William
Howell Starks, who passed away
one year ago June 11, 1970. The
call was expected but the loss
was severe hurt. We knew death
was near but only those that have
lost can really understand the
pain of losing a loved one. You
are not forgotten and the memory
of your great love and kindness
will always be in our hearts.
Although, our hearts are made
sad each day, we still have faith
in God as his word states that all
things work together for good for
them that serves the Lord. All our
hearts have a great vacant spot
that no other can ever fill. But,
knowing you as only we did we
know God must have had a
vacant spot waiting just for you.
They say time heals all sorrows
and helps to forget. This is true
only in the sense we knew God
wanted you most and this alone
helps dull the pain. So, dear loved
one take your great rest and may
there be a great family meeting
in Heaven some day.

J10C
INCH AVOCADO range, one 9992.
FOR RENT OR sale, 1961 model.
ear old. Priced for quick sale.
mobile home, 10x55, electric
irror, ladies and men's clothes. 1968 CAMERO 327 automatic. heat. Phone 753-7856.
J11C
vinyl
roof,
power
black
with
Gold
J11C
' ne 753-5210.
steering. Phone 753-7217 before
AUCTION SALE
ORD SIX FT. bushhog, like 5:00 or see at 306 North 6th. J10C
JI1C
436-2172.
w. Call
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
1966 FORD FOUR door Power 12, at Dink Dunn's farm, three
and brakes. Clean and in miles Northeast of Masons
'AGER POLISHED Chrome steering
Phone 436Chapel Church, three miles South
ags, with wheels and tires. Call A-1 condition
J11C of Locust Grove and three miles
2406.
7736 or see Gary Turner. J12C
East of Green Plains. Will sell
1971 CHEVELLE MALIBU. lots of antiques, marble top
NFURNISHED 1971 Mobile
Power steering, air-conditioning, dresser, full bed, trunks, bottles,
ome 3BR,Ph baths, 12x70. Has
2 door hardtop. Vinyl root, V8,
n, could be transferred. Call turbo-hydromatic automatic cans, lamps, picture frames,
stone jugs, one side saddle, two
J12C
3-1222.
transmission. Less than 200 other saddles,& Lanterns. Lots of
Murray.
miles. Bought new in
this furniture was bought in 1840.
Priced to sell. Phone 492-8722. J9C Never has had electricity run to
Sadly missed by,
1962 RAMBLER, very clean the house. Come be with us.
We, Children, and GrandTerry Showmaker AucRebuilt rrnator. Phone 753IT('
J12C children.
4486
.116C tioneer
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Brazelton Principal Resigns
Cletus (Sonny) Hubbs Jr.,
principal at Brazelton Junior
High School for the past two
years, has resigned his post.
He will leave Brazelton July
1 and will assume the principal's post at Southern Junior
High School in Louisville Aug.
2, according to an announcement made Wednesday by Dr.
David Whitehead, superintendent of the Paducah school -system.

WANTADS

Hobbs came to Paducah from
Hopkinsville where he was principal at Hopkins ville High
School in July of 1903. He was
appointed principal at Brazelton by the Paducah School
Board the previous April.
He succeeded Milton Diehl in
the Brazelton position.
Dr. Whitehead, in making the
announcement, said "I hate to
see him go." The superintendent said, however, be is happy
to see Hobbs taking advantage
of personal advancement.
In taking over the helm of
the Louisville school which has
an enrollment of about 1.150
students in grades seven
through nine, Hobbs will once
again be working under Dr.

How you can save
on European flight
NRIURR AY J.BROWN
Travel Editor

CLETUS HUBBS'IL
Newman Walker.
Walker, superintendent of the
Louisville School System, was
superintendent in Paducah when
Hobbs came hew.
Hubbs will be attending Murray State University this summer before moving to his new
job, working on his Rank One
requirement of 30 hours above
his Masters degree.

Crossword Puzzle
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16
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leaving
21 Leek through
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24 A state
22 Wear away
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4 Spurt forth

NEW YORK (UPI)- If you
are planning to fly to Europe
this year, read on. It could
save you money.
Trans-Atlantic fares are
higher thillyear than last. How
.much? The airlines say "about
eight per cent more, on the
average.,,
So say you are Mr. and Mrs.
Average American and you've
got a two-week vacation and
you would like to fly from
New York to Paris.
You are not a member of a
group or special tour so you
must pay an individual fare.
You find out thc fare between
New York and Paris round trip
economy is $596. The same
flight last summer would have
cost $554.
. Keep reading. It is possible
to save up to $'299 on flights
to Paris and even more to other
popular destinations in Europe.
For individual travelers, airlines have two kinds of fares.
First, there are the "regular"
fares that permit you to leave
any day of' the week and remain overseis for as short or
long a period as you like.
Second are the "excursion"
fares. These are much lower
than regular fares but limit you
to overseas stays of arbitrarilyset durations and you pay a
$15 surcharge each way -for
departure on Fridays and
Saturdays.
Last year, excursion fares
were effective for overseas
stays of 14 to 28 days and, at
even lower rates, for stays of
29 to 45 days.
This year excursion durations are 17 to 28 days and
29 to 45 days.
One-day difference

44
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WAVIRWINICATED

4,
33

13

Pastore Snake*

PO

Vi hat a difference a day
could make! If you must remain in Europe less than 17
or more than 45 days, you will
have to pay the regualr individual fare.

The round-trip regular econ
omy fare from New York during the "high" or summer
season-from June through
August-to typical destinations
are $596 to Paris, $636 to
Frankfurt or Geneva and $704
to Rome.
These are the fares you will
pay for a two-week trip. If,
however, you can arrange to
take three extra days, you can
qualify for the 17/28 days
excursion fare.
Now,for the summer season
flight from New York, you will
pay only $413 to Paris, $442
to Frankfort or Geneva and
$489 to Rome, for respective
savings of $183,$194 and $215
Per person.
If you are able to get away
for a longer vacation, your
summer 29/45 day round-trip
excursion fare from New York
will drop to $357 to Paris,
$372 to Frankfurt or Geneva
and $380 to Rome,for savings
of $239, $264 and $324, respectively, as against the regular fare.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HANDY MAN Special!! Old six
room house on large lot with fruit
!trees. Highway frontage. Phone
753-4486.
J16C

100'x200' LAKE LOT at Keniana
Shores for only $795.00. $10.0C
down and $10.00 per month.
Phone 436-5582.
J12C
ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
THREE BEDROOM, two bath choice location. Three bedrooms,
home of Dr. Mary Bell. Large plus study or office, two baths,
living room with well lighted family room with fire-place, all
kitchen. Built by Earl Nanney. built-in kitchen with lots of
neigh- cabinet space, 2 car garage.
Near college, quiet
borhood. Phone 753-6527.
J16C Draperies stay, established yard.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
62 ACRE farm, located 3 miles Drive
(Keenland Subdivisionsouth of Ken Lake on Hwy. 94. near new
high school). Call 753Has long road frontage on Ky. 94 8459
or 753-9368 for apsand a mile of frontage on Hico pointment.
J16C
Road. Suitable for fanning or
•
Could
mmereial purposes.
be FOUR BEDROOM House, shop
subdivided. Reasonably priced, and
trailer space. See Rudy
WOULD YOU like a reasonably Duncan
on 732 Highway.
J12P
? elona
t one
dof
iced
threenortheelots .JUST
sod town? We
LISTED for only $9,750.- In
located in the North Hills Sub" texcellent condition, this older
division near Old 641. Utilities are Blouse has FOUR bedrooms,
available,
modern kitchen, bath, utility,
OR HOW about a fine building electric heat, new siding
& roof,
site in the west end of town? We beautiful shady lot. Only
11
/
2
ve an outstanding lot located blocks from school.
on Parttime. This is one of the
few lots left in this area.
$8,000. FULL price for this three
PERHAPS YOU would rather .hedroom house with 2/
1
2 acres of
have something in LakewaY land. New kitchei cabinets,
Shores. We have two lots to be electric neat modern bath good
sold together on a corner just two well. Included is a shop building,
blocks from the lake. The price is carport, outside storage building.
right.
Only 5 minutes from town.
IF YOU want a larger tract of
land located on Kentucky Lake, NEAR M.S.U. This centrally
we have a 36 acre tract at An- heated
and air conditioned house
derson Creek. This property goes has three bedrooms large
kitchen
down to the T.V.A. line. There are
with built-ins, double carport,
several good building sites on this carpeting, den, two-baths. Buy
land.
now for a bargain.'
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate, 418
Main Street. Office phone 753- INCOME property- This house
5064, home phone 753-3059.
has three apartments, is located
John C. Neubauer, Associate near M.S.U. and is in excellent
Broker,home phone 753condition. Been rented for as
J12C much as $210 per month. Can be
7531.

And again if you can postpone your vacation until after
August, you'll save $100 on
regular fares and $60 on excursion rates.
The range of fares is truly
amazing-and confusing.
For example, if you can
arrange your trip to last 29/45
days and fly jet excursion after
August 31 you will pay only
S297 compared to the regular
summer fare of $596 between
New York and Paris, for a
saving of $299.
With two exceptions, all
'bought for only $14,500.
scheduled trans-Atlantic airSERVICES OFFERED
lines charge the same rates, set
by the International Air Trans. HIGH SCHOOL student wants to 40 acres of land located near
Assn., to which they he- 40 babysitting for summer. Kenlake. HIV but it can be
i100.
Phone 436-5506.
J12P bought for'
nfhe tozeeptions are Icelandic
Airlines,flying from New York. TODDLERS
POSSF-S.SION can
DAY Care Now open IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
and its affiliate, International
for children three months to three be had on this real neat split
Air Bahama, servicing Nassau,
1
2
approved. level. It has four bedrooms, 2/
State
a $40 round-trip hop from years.
baths, den with fireplace, kitchen
rates.
Experienced
Reasonable
Miami. Both fly to LuxemI with builtins, seperate dining
bourg in the heart of Western help. Day or week. Phone 753- room, double garage. Owners
J12C
Europe. As against lowest com- 4481.
have left town and are ready to
parable fares for 1ATA memALL your home alterations, sell Also central heat and air.
bers, they offer savings ranging
from $85 to $142 from New remodeling,etc. Free Estimates.
June30C SURBURBIA LIVING Save city
York, and from $157 to $236 Phone 7534123.
taxes and have all the convia Miami/Nassau, to LuxemPAINTING:INTERIOR
and veniences. This Beautiful three
bourg, linked to the rest of
Fast
ser vite bedroom brick has central heat
Europe by air, rail and bus exterior.
References.Phone 382-2299. TFC and air, entry hall, 11
/
2 baths,
services.
carport AND double garage,
For instance, Icelandic's
summer season 17/28 day ex- DOZING, $11.00 per hour, 3 hour completely carpeted, built-in
cursion from New York to minimum. International dozer. range, family room, shady lot
Luxembourg is $325 compared Phone 753-8548 after 5:00p.m.
115'x250'. On blacktop and water
to IATA excursion rates from J11C
system.
New York of $413 to Paris or
$442 to Frankfurt. It is $8.70 HIGH SCHOOL girl will babysit BRAND NEW This extra neat
by train to Paris and $8 by bus during summer.Phone 753three bedroom brick has two full
to Frankfurt from LuxemJI1C baths, central heat and air,
=0.
bourg.
completely carpeted, built-in
3nge & dishwasher, utility,
located near new Murray High
School.

elm

WHO,
HOW MUCH
&WHEN
BOO

ANOTHER NEW ONE across the
street from the one above. Has
11
/
2 baths, family room, garage,
utility, central heat and air,
carpeting, built-in range, some
shade trees on lot. See it today
before it's sold.
NOT QUITE FINISHED- but will
be in two weeks this extra neat
three bedroom brick has two full
baths, large den, kitchen with
built-in dishwasher, self cleaning
oven, carpeting, entrance hall,
lots of closets.

Your checkbook. It gives

you accurate records and

ONLY $17,000. Will buy this three
bedroom brick. Has carpeting,
large living room, den, carport,
and large shady lot. Near New
Murray High and elementary
school. It's a bargain.

legal proof of payment.
Open your own Checking
Account here. Soon: It's
the business-like way to do business.

MOVE TODAY into this neat as a
pin two bedroom brick. It has
electric heat, extra large living I
room, dining room, 11
/
2 baths,
carpeting throughout. Possession
with deed.

PEOPLE BANK
JICY•
MURRAY
SI

DADDY S LITTL1 r,iii t GROWS up --Soon to be married
to Ed.o.,:: i: i .
White House wedding. daddy's
little girl 'Fr :,
big girl (lower) now,
, (top) is'a
Trici.i .iri,i 11.
Are shown at baseball garrieN in
in in 1957 and 1969

See HOYT or RAY at ROBERTS
REALTY for all your real estate
needs. Whether buying or selling,
for appraisals or property
management see the fellows at
ROBERTS REALTY 505 Main, or
call 753-1651. MEMBERS OF
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE.
If one of the places which you
wanted has been sold 'see us
anyway, we probably have
something else similar.
J12C

THE PLACE TO START
Ready to stop talking and start banking? Put $4500 down on
this property -and be prepared to basskiiround $4500 each
year. Call us before your friends do.
CO YOU BELIEVE IT? NO CARPOOL
Across the street from the elementary school. 3 bedroom,
bath brick with large den-kitchen combination. 200 feet deep
lot with beautiful shrubs in backyard. Let the kids do the
walking while you have another cup of coffee.
HAVEN'T YOU OVERLOOKED SOMETHING?
Could you use 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, a large family room,
central heat and air, large kitchen, patio and big closets? If
your answer is yes, don't overlook this home. Priced at
$24,750.
OUR TELEPHONES ARE RINGING
Cause we have another bargain "fixer upper". This 4
bedroom, 2 bath house would fit most any size family.
Mother-in-law lives with you? The cute little 3 room house in
your big backyard would suit her and you to a "T".$26,500 for
both houses.
NEED OFFICE SPACE?
We have just the place. Big brick building. Call your helper
and start hammering. Then count the profits in December.
REMEMBER
The price of that acreage you could have bought 10 years
ago? What is the price now? What will this 50 acres on
Barkley Lake bring in 1981? You can make the profit.
JUNE TIME, TUNE TIME
Hum a tune as you putter around your cottage in Center
Ridge. Then get the boat out of your boat house and go after
those big bass. What an ideal place to relax for just $28,600.

4111111=111•1
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WOULD YOU
Like a place close to the lake but not far from town? This 2
bedroom cottage in Panaroma Shores is only $13,900.
WANTED - SPEEDIEST BUYER IN TOWN
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! or you'll be left out! It doesn't take
long to sell a house in this area. So, if yoli've been looking for
a nice place to live that is close to everything, this is it. This
home is across from the University and has good income
from separate upstairs furnished apartment. If you are a
serious buyer, be sure and see this home.
COUNTRY LIVING - TOWN CONVENIENCES
This 3 bedroom country home has a garden waiting just for
you. And how about cool air conditioning for these hot muggy
days or a a/arm fireplace for cool nights. 2 baths and a builtin kitchen adds to the appeal. For an added bonus you will get the draperies - all this for 422,000.
LOTS AND LOTS OF LOTS
Kirksey Highway - Vs acre lots -$1375 each
Broad Extended - Nice - only $2600
Kingswood - 100 x 150 corner lot
Sycamore extended - all sizes
Oakdale - 111 x 211 wooded
S. 16th at Martins Chapel Rd.240 x 300
2 lots corner KY avenue and Calloway
N. 13th and OUST -zoned for 4 apartment rental
Waterfront lots - Panaroma Shores
Waterfront lots - Pine Bluff Shores
Large lot on Farmer Avenue zone R-4
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CALL IT CHARM
This 4 bedroom home has that certain something everyone
wants. Split level design in excellent condition. Central heat
and air, 2 baths, carpeted, complete kitchen and large den
with fireplace.-Your teenager can walk to school and save
your gas.

MILLIONS
cleaned wi
America's
shampooer

STOP MALINGERING
Renting? Going nowhere? Feeling kinda blue? Call about this
listing. This is what I'll do - sell you -3 bedroom, brick veneer
on quiet street with nice shade and fenced back yard $17,900.
BARE IS BEAUTIFUL
10 acres with nothing on it but trees. Highway frontage and
only $6500.
Like subdivision land /
1
2 mile from M.S.U.? Call quick!!
300 acres on lake. Think of the possibilities.
SOMETHING SPEcIAL - NOT A HOUSE BUT A WAY OF
LIFE
Nestled in the trees overlooking Ky. Lake. This year round
home offers outstanding quality and beauty with a fireplace
and built-in range in kitchen. All this and much much more.
Over 300 feet lake frontage.
CATCH A FAILING PRICE TAG
And enjoy the savings ($2500). In the country just 5 minutes
from town. 3 bedroom brick home on 2 acres of land. Now
priced at only $18,500.
BRING YOUR YARDSTICK AND MEASURE
Lots of space in this older home in Hazel. 3 bedrooms, large
utility porch, beautiful shrubs and flowers and a bonus of a
small apartment. At $12,000 you can afford to spend a little
time making this a beauty.
IS THIS POSSIBLE?
417,000 for bdth houses? Yes! Two for the price of one and
only 1 block from the university.
PLAIN TALK - GREAT PRICE
Great location, 3 bedroom brick with carport and beautiful
backyard. Needs love and attention. $17,500.
BE A LANDLORD - BUY A DUPLEX
Live in one side, rent the other. Brick and a bargain at
$19,000.
LIKE A NEAT LITTLE PLACE ON A CORNER?
Fenced yard for children or pets, every room except kitchen
is carpeted. Convenient to shopping, comfortable, and only
$22,000.
SORRY NO VACANCY
You know, that's all you can find if you're looking for an
apartment. Well here's your chance to own your own home
and rent the upstairs to help pay your mortgage. Downstairs
kitchen with dishwasher, living room, dining room, three
bedrooms, 2 baths. $26,500.
OUTGROWN THE OLD NEST?
Here's a beautiful big 4 bedroom brick,central heat and air, 2
baths,completely built-in kitchen, large lot and 2 car garage.
Let us show you this beauty.
IS SHE PARTICULAR?
If she is, show her this charming spotless 3 bedroom, carpeted home with 2 baths, large combination den and kitchen
with fireplace and all built-ins. Two blocks from the new high
school and all this for $24,900.
JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER
A lovely home designed for comfortable family living.
Located in a quiet wooded neighborhood. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, extra large family room, fireplace, 2 car ,cluport and
central heat and air . You will love it when you see*.
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR
Office /53-4342
Home 753-5020
EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Office 753-4342
Home 753-4910
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1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights
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WANTED TO BUY
HOUSE AND LOT within 3 or 4
miles from Murray,7534911.
JI1P
9 FT. x 9 FT. Umbrella tent or
tent of similar size. Also other
camping equipment. Phone 7538034.
J1IP
WANT TO BUY; kitchen table
not over 30 inches wide with 4
chairs. Also porch swing. Phone
753-7575.
1TC
WANT TO BUY used baby crib.
Call 436-2280.
J12C

HELP WANTED

get the10done

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

BOY WANTED

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE
Electrolux, manufacturer of vacuum

cleaners,
floor polishers and carpet shampo
oers, now
represented by Donald Osmus of Murray
for
Calloway County and surrounding
area.
For Sales or Service Phone 753-980
8
Donald Osmus

MUTELY

Murray Rt. 2, Box 249
Two miles north of 5
-Points

FOR

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,7533045.
JunelOC.
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let:
us completely cover your home
with Reynolds weather tight
aluminum siding. Also we
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Storm windows & door, shutters
and carports. Free estimates.:
Call Garland's Aluminum Service, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Sedalia 328-8398.
June1813
WILL DO baby sitting in your
home. Phone 753-2580.
J12C

HMI USED Furniture Store will MOBILE HOME & boat inopen Tuesday, June 8, 4 miles out surance. Broad coverage. Low
WANT TO BUY; logs and
on Concord Road. Furniture of all rates. Excellent claim service.
standing timber. Also have for
kinds and lots of antiques. Phone See us before you buy. Galloway
sale lumber and sawdust.
753-4716.
J10C Insurance & Real EAtate Agency.
l'eltUIraY Saw Mill and Lumber
Phone 753-5842.
July7C
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, 8'4" HOUSE AND LOT on Highway Co. Phone
753-4147.
TFC
Cheriy wood. Excellent con- 732, 11,4 miles from Kentucky
WILL ADDRESS envelopes.
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Phone 753-5407.
ditiss. Kawasaki 100 cc Trail or Lake. About 141 acre land. Place
J1OC
FOR RENT
f
raes bike. Phone 753-9575. J1OP well improved. 8 room house,
Sealed proposals for the construct
ion of a Terminal -Office
Building at the Murray-Calloway County
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
large garage, large living room, NEW TWO bedroom, all electric
Airport will be received
by the Murray -Calloway County
Airport Board at the City Hall,
inside city, limits. Reasonable
FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two with divider between living room trailer, has carpet throughout.
Murray, Kentucky, until 1:30 p.m.,
CDT. June 30, 1971, at which
bedroom, air-conditioned, car- and kitchen.2 large porches front Located on private lot. Phone 492rates. Contact Joey West, 753time and place all proposals will
be publicly opened and read
aloud.
pet, fenced in yard and un- and back. Phone 436-2351. J12C 9785.
3798.
J10C
J10C
Plans, specifications, and contract
derpinning. Phone 753-7854. J14C
examined or obtained at the City Clerk's documents may be
Office, Murray, KenSTUD SERVICE,ARC registered
ONE BROWN human hair fall. THREE ROOM furnished house
tucky 42071, for the sum of Ten
Dollars ($10.00) per set. No
Irish setter with champion back
with bath, electric heat, air
refunds will be made.
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar, 500 Phone 753-4066, after 6:00
The Murray -Calloway County Airport
ground.Phone 753-7484, after 4:00
Board reserves the right
piggy back amplifier. 1951 GMC p.m.
J12P conditioner, garage. On Benton
to reject any and all bids, to waive
informalities, and to negotiate
Highway inside city limits.
J10C
pickup with new engine. Phone
With the apparent qualified best
bidder to such extent as may,be
necessary.
4374447.
J14P TURKEYS: DUCKS; chickens, Married couple preferred. No
PIANOS
AND ANTIQUE organs
Guineas. Adults and babies. pets. Phone 753-6632.
J10C
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
Large
selectio
n.
Hubert
HONDA
90,
Honda
65
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
guaranteed or your money back.
APARTMENTS
Bridgestone 90. Your choice, Alexander, 3 miles South of FURNISHED
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Phone Shapemakers,753for
summer
and
Sedalia.
fall.
Phone
328-8563.
Air-l
rier
J16P
$125.00. Phone 753-2263.
J1OP
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 3282962.
July13C
Zmermanwashers
8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
available
. v
and dryersdryersint
7 FI)P. TRACTOR type riding AKC REGISTERED Apricot
(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
As of June 8, 1971, I, Robert E.
lawn mower. Good condition. male Poodle puppy, 8 weeks old, ments, South 16th Street, phone
4:00 Saturday.
Edwards, will not be responsible
June 144
753-6609.
fully
weaned
J10C
and dewormed.
Phone 753-4168 between 7 and 5 or
for
any
debts
other
than
my
INCOME
TOO
small?
With full or COLLRGE GIRLS; high school
HORNBUCKLE'S
Phone 753-6379.
BARBE
J12C
R
call 753-6726 after 5:30.
J1OC
FURNISHED TWO bedroom part time Rawleigh Home Ser- girls; Sine full or part time own.
J1OP
Shop, open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
vice Plan, many earning $3 openings. No
Tuesday
through
Frirkty.
experience
1989 TRIUMPH 650, extra FOR THE cleanest carpets in apartment. Air-conditioned. Also
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerSaturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
chronie. Sharp. Phone 753-7242 town,rent a new shampooer $1.00 small apartment for girls. 1614 hourly and up. Write giving necessary, we train. Excellent
vice,
Box
213,
Murray,
Main.
phone
Ky.,
C.M.
No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh earnings. For interview apPhone 753-3106.
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c.
and use Blue Lustre. Western
J14C
401 Maple St
after 4:00 p.m.
753-3642
J1OP
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarCo., Freeport, Illinois or call pointment call 753-1711.
Men's haircut, $1.00. Horn.
Auto, home of The Wishing
J11C
ONE BEDROOM furnished 815-,--232-4161 between 8 and
mington,Kentucky. Junemc
buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
J12C apartme
25 WATT GUITAR amplifier with Well.".
nt. Air-conditioned. 4:30.
Street. Phone 753-7742
J10C
TFNC
revert) and treble. Phone 753NOTICE
ANYONE INTERESTED in the
Close to campus. Couples or
NOTICE
3795.
J10C RUPP GO-CART 1970 model. mature adults only. Also two
upkeep of New Providence
INTELLIGENT YOUNG man
Very good condition. $75.00
WANTED OFFICE Manager for
cemetery please send conbedroom duplex, carpeted,
with college degree, looking for
small office. Payroll experience
BUJJL DOZER, tilt trailer, 3/4 ton Call 753-2342 or see at 503
tributions to Jim Albritten, Hazel
central air and heat, washer,
summer employment. Call 753preferred. $100 to $125 per week.
rrpl dryer.
thy 50' truck. All for $2,500.00. Poplar.
Route Two.
Stove and refrigerator .
J11C 8844.
Will train veteran with clerical
TFNC
AINn excellent condition. Phone
South Fulton, Tennessee
PENTA TREATED lumber. Available June 1. Furnished or background. Apply State Em- V
753-8548 after 5:00p.m.
J11C
unfurnis
hed.
Call
753-9135
or
753SERVIC
ES OFFERED
Resistant to rot and termites.
ployment Service, Community
SERVICES OFFERED
4478.
J10C Building, 630 Ellis
Ideal for boat docks and any
Drive,
12
Membe
Groupr
5 Horns, 4 Rhythm
MILLIONS OF rugs have been weather exposed uses.
Murray, Friday 9:00 a.m. or 319
Murray
NICE FURNISHED apartment
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's Lumber Co., Maple
3 Singers
South Seventh Street, Mayfield,
Street,
for college girls-summer and fall.
America's finest. Rent electric Murray,Kentucky.
Kentucky 247-3857,
1TC Phone
ITC o
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
J12C
REGISTERED IRISH Setter
TEACHERS OR substitute
MIFF SELL 14 Ft. Run-A-Bout, pups. Excellent pedigree. Phone
teachers, part-time or full-time
ast State Line
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
So.
Fulton,
Tenn.
I
35 P. motor. 14 Ft. Terry Bass 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
J23C NATIONAL HOTEL; large office summer jobs in this area,
0.4mo.oimp.0oimi.o.ampu.im.“34m.o.imo.o.mpo4
space on Main Street. Inquire at
boat with 35 H.P. motor. Phone
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
representing Field Enterprises BALDV1I PIANOS
Hotel
N
desk.
and organs INTERESTED IN FLYING?
753-8964.
J11C Educational
J10C MEN'S SUITS, 40-R, 95.0048.00.
Corporation, for rent or sale. Rent
applies to Private pilot and solo flight inNASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Girl's dresses, coats, size 7-9 Jr.,
TWO BEDROOM apartment, presenting home school coor- purchase. Lonardo
Piano formation-Free-. Call 753-6759
FIVE-6 FOOT modern floor $3.00 and $5.00. Phone 753dinated
material
Contact
s.
Ray
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
cases. Two-4 foot modern floor 5917.
J11P furnished. Near University Shreve, P.O. But T26, Mayfield, Company, across from Post Guaranteed license
Phone 753-7560 after 5:00 p.m.
Office, Paris, Tenn.
J11C available.
cases. Suitable for any type of
J12C
Ky., or call 247-4618.
J12C
retail business. Phone 753HOUSE TRAILER, completely J10C
PI ANA. 4%
furnishe
1231.
d.
Moving
out
of state, HOUSE
J11C
HERE'S JOE COOL\
HI, JOE . I NEAR gOU'RE
TRAILE
R,
12x50,
airJOE COOL 54'15 °NO W.Ce'
NO UJA).( !
SALES
PERSON
AL,
$800.00 per
will sell cheap. $550.00. Phone
HANGS* AROUND
GOING OUT FOR TRACK..
conditioned. Near University. month while training
TO EVERYTHING...
. Sales
TO POODLES,black and white. 436-2113.
JlIC Phone
THE STUDENT
753-3895 or 753-3482. J11C Personal, Married, service
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and 8':12'x6'6" TENT with floor. Like
UNION
exempt, $150.00 per week Must
equinent. Phone 753new. Best offer. Phone 753NEW TWO bedroom duplex have two years
experience in
186i
June24C 3683.
J14C apartment. Central heat and air, outside sales
carpet, 6130.00 per month. Phone Hostesses
AN 1971 Model Merchandise Is Being Sold At A Big 753-7850.
‘4„
TFC Waitresses
DOlcount - 1972 Models Are On Order! We Use
JOBS
UNLIMI
TED
1627
EFFICIENCY
0
APARTMENT Broadway, Paducah,
Original Parts In All Sets We RepairKy., 1-442located at 1602 Dodson. Phone Ingt,
Nancy
J12C
7534564.
J12C

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT
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PASCHAAL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

And Only

WE Have The Original

CURTIS MA THIS Parts.

IV
SERVICE CENTER
4
4

YOUR CURTIS MATHIS DEALER

Central Shopping Center

Phone: 753-5865

TWO BEDROOM brick. Drapes, WANTED: CLEANING help for
stove and air conditioner itur;resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone
474nished. Available June 15. Also, 2288 for appointment.
J15C
three bedroom house, available
June 25,$115.00 per month. Phone POSITIONS AVAILABLE
now
753-3903.
J12C for college girls, high school
girls, housewives, full or part
time. Earn as much as you would
e. Phone 753-9745.
J11C

1971 HONDA 450 motorcycle. Will
6UTOS FOR SALE
sell reasonable. Phone 7532300.
J11C 1962 VOLKSWAGEN, $295.00.
Phone 753-9331 after 6:00 p.m.
IN MEMORY
CHAROLIAS BULLS from 8 J10C
In Memory of Our dear
months to 2 years ottl; 20
husband and Dad, William
registered pure bred, half French 1956 CHEVROLET pick-up with FURNIS
HED APARTMENT for Howell Starks, who passed away
Charolias bulls and 30 pure cattk-raelis.-Phone 435-5423. J1OP college boys.
Summer and fall one year ago June 11, 1970. The
Charolias bulls without papers.
semester. Phone 753-5108 after, call was expected
1957
CHEVRO
WHITE
LET.
but the loss
Also Charolias cows and open and
TFC' was severe hurt. We knew death
J10C 5:00p.m.
bred Charolias heifers. Estes Phone 753-7772.
was near but only those that have
Stockyard, West Vienna, Ill.
NICE THREE room furnished lost can really
84
PONT'IA
TEMPES
C
conT
understand the
Phone days, area 618-658-7203 Of
vertible. Needs work,$75.00. Also apartment, air conditioned. pain of losing a loved one. You
nights, area 618-658-5856.
J15C 82 Thunderbird,
are not forgotten and the memory
looks and runs Private entrance, 1405
Poplar.
J12C of your great love and kindness
good,$150.00. Phone 753will always be in our hearts.
30 INCH AVOCADO range, one 9992.
J10C
FOR RENT OR sale, 1961 model Although, our hearts are
year old. Priced for quick sale.
made
irror, ladies and'men's clothes. 1968 CAMERO 327 automatic. mobile home, 10x55, electric sad each day, we still have faith
753-7856.
Phone
heat.
J11C in God as his word states that all
J11C Gold with black vinyl roof, power
Phone 753-5210.
things work together for good for
steering. Phone 753-7217 before
them that serves the Lord. All our
AUCTION SALE
FORD SIX FT bushhog, like 5:00 or see at 306 North 6th. J1OC
hearts have a great vacant spot
J11C
new. Call 436-2172.
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June that no
other can ever fill. But,
1966 FORD YOUR door Power 12, at Dink Dunn's
farm, three knowing you as only
we did we
steering
brakes.
and
Clean
and
in
'SAGER POLISHED Chrome
miles Northeast of Masons know God
must have had a
a gs, with wheels and tires. Call A-1 condition. Phone 436Chapel Church, three miles South vacant spot
waiting just for you.
J11C of Locust Grove and three miles
53-7736 or see Gary Turner. J12C 2406.
They say time heals all sorrows
East of Green Plains. Will sell and helps to
forget. This is true
NFURNISHED 1971 Mobile 11171 CHIEVELLE MALIBU. lots of antiques, marble top only in the sense
we knew - God
air-condi
steering,
tioning,
Power
dresser, full bed, trunks, bottles, wanted
me 38-fl, 114 baths, 17:00. Has
you most and this alone
hardtop. Vinyl roof, V8, cans, lamps,
door
2
nan could be transferred Call
picture frames, helps dull the pain.
turbo-hydromatic automatic stone
So, dear loved
53-1722.
jugs, one side saddle, two one take your
J12C
great rest and may
transmission. Less than 200 other saddles,
& Lanterns. Lots of there be a great
family meeting
miles. Bought new in Murray. this furniture was bought
in 1840. in Heaven some day.
Warr TO LEASE
Priced to sell. Phone 4924722. J9C Never has had electricity run
to
ANT TO LEASE; Burley 1962 RAMBLER, very clean. the house. Come be with us
Sadly missed by,
ahem base. Phone 435Wife, Children, and GrandTerry Showmaker AucRebuilt motor Phone 75323
J1OP 44/16.
.II6C tioneer
J12C children
ITC
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SAVE $4.00

SAVE
GE GIFTS

GENERAL ELECTRIC
PROFFSSIONA,L

SAVE $4.33
STEAM DRY

HAIR DRYER

IRON
$7.71

DRYER
WAS $149.95

PCIETABLE

$19.77 $W2315
SAVE $2.00

SALE!

KITCHEN CLOCK

$97.00

WAS 14.98

Sate

$2.97

SAVE $1.58
75 FEET GOODYEAR

GARDEN HOSE
$1.11

GOODAIVEOR

WAS $335

210

E . Main

MYSTERY PACKAGES

HOME SPECIALS
ITEM

REG.

SAVE

$14.77
$4.g7
$4.97

Guaranteed, McGraw
Edison dependable pushcontrols
switch
button
Weed.

SAVE MA
DELUXE PADDED

BABY
AUTO SEAT
WAS $3.98

Sole

$5.11

5PEC/Alt
"0/
,„/
"
•A

TIRE

L

HERE'S YOUR INVITATION
TO WIN A BEAUTIFUL PRIZE

CC

SAVE-VAS
GE INSULATED

SAVE $5.81
PUSH BUTTON
2 SPEED BREEZE BOX

20 WATCHES
WILL BE SOLD FOR ONLY $1.17 IN OUR
MYSTERY BOXES DURING THIS SALE

SALE!

$18.95 GE TOASTER $4.00
$4.00
$8.98 BIG BEN
ALARM
$9.95 ARVIN IRONING $4.98
BOARD
1111c PAD &
41
COVER SET

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5617

WANTED!
FIFTY WOMEN TO JOIN GRAND
PRIZE CAMPAIGN CREATED BY
OUR ADVERTISING
AGENCY - JUST TO
HELP ADVERTISE THIS
SALE.

HERE IS FUN FASCINATION - EVERY
CONTESTANT RECEIVES FULL,
FAIR OPPORTUNITY TO
WIN

Other Packages
Contain Jewelry.
Perfume
and Other
Valuable
Gift Items.

ON SALE

825 X 14
ALL WEATHER
NARROW WHITEWALL
4 PLY NYLON

$2091
.

Every Mystery Box
Contains Guaranteed
Values Well Worth
$1.17 to $7.50
or More.

LVCDED
INCT
HMI TRADE OFF
YOUR CAR
FREE MOUNTING

Only ..
Come In Pick A Package
10,000 EXTRA VOTES ON EACH PACKAGE
STORE HOURS

7 cm. t° 5 Pm'

QPENING DAY SPECIAL

ON ALL
FISHING EQUIPMENT

Artificial Bait
opium

These Beautiful Prizes Given

ALL

Uiii %muting;

This Week.

BUY ONE AT REGULAR
PRICE
AND RECEIVE SECOND
(same price)
FOR

OVER $800.00 IN PRIZES
SAVE $1.01
VENTILATED
CAR

SEAT CUSHIONS
FOR SUMMER COMFORT

Sale

97

W AS"
IS

SAVE tic
JOHNSON CAR

WEATHER WAX

SAVE t2e
GALLON

PICNIC JUG
WITH SPOUT
Sale

$1.77 Ws2".$0
ALL

CORNING
WARE
ON
SALE

lit PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PR=
4th PRIZE
5th PRIZE
8th PRIZE
7th PRIZE
8th PRIZE
9th PRIZE
10th PRIZE

3 PC.BASSETT BEDROOM SUITE
71'C. DINETTE
SET
E8
TIR
WARE
3 PC.REVERE
P
REAR
r:OV
DELUXE BARBEQUE OVEN
GE VACUUM CLEANER

GUN SALE!

AWrl0juse
:E:,ELECni

If

GE BLENDER
SK:
E
GE STEAM
PORTABLE

PRIZES WILL BE

Bring this Coupon to Our Store Today'
Name
Address
Phone

TOOL SALE!

SHOTGUN
WAS"
Ill*
$119.77

ALL TOOLS ON SALE

SAVE $23.00
WINCHESTER, 12 GA.

SLIDE ACTION 1200

LARGE SELECTION
ASSORTED TOOLS
FOR THE HANDYMAN
LAST SALE PRICE !Or

wAssut's $19.11

COPY DAMAGED
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United Press

WAL:
L WALL
SAYE
GE GIFTS

SAVE $32.95
GENERAL ELECTRIC

18 Pound

SAVE $4.66
STEAM DRY

DRYER

IRON
S1.77

WAS $10.95

SAYE $4.00
GENERAL ELECTRIC
PROFESSIONAL

HAIR DRYER
PORTABLE

$19.17 $3345
SAVE MN

SALE!

KITCHEN CLOCK

$97.00

WAS KS
Sale

$2.97

g‘.:TE $1.75 gEAR

Mrs. Larry Doyle,
at Murray State Unl
part of the Annual i
wets the Lakes on J
miens exhibitions

ESREY'S CAR & HOME SUPPLY

GARDEN HOSE
$1.11

210E. Main

MYSTERY PACKAGES

HOME SPECIALS
REG.

ITEM

SAVE

$18.95 GE TOASTER $4.00
$8.98 BIG BEN
$4.00
ALARM
$9.95 ARVIN IRONING $4.98
BOARD
88t PAD &
41C
COVER SET

$14.77
$4.97
$4.97

WANTED!
FIFTY WOMEN TO JOIN GRAND
PRIZE CAMPAIGN CREATED BY
OUR ADVERTISING
AGENCY - JUST TO
HELP ADVERTISE THIS
SALE.

TEMPERATURE

$14.77

HERE'S YOUR INVITATION
TO WIN A BEAUTIFUL PRIZE

fit

WEATHER
CENTER
HUMIDITY

Guaranteed, McGraw
Edison dependable pushbutton
switch
controls
S0000
WAS
$111.11
Sale

20 WATCHES
WILL BE SOLD FOR ONLY $1.11 IN OUR
MYSTERY BOXES DURING THIS SALE

SALE!

SAVE $16.111

SAVE HA
PUSH BUTTON
2 SPEED BREEZE BOX

Other Packages
Contain Jewelry,
Perfume
and Other
Valuable
Gat Items.

SAVE $4.110
DELUXE PADDED

BABY
AUTO SEAT
WAS $9.98

$5.11

HERE IS FUN FASCINATION - EVERY
CONTESTANT RECEIVES FULL,
FAIR OPPORTUNITY T0
WIN

These Beautiful Prizes Given

Ky.

rpEco,
TIREL SALEEAL.E
825 X 14
ALL WEATHER
NARROW WHITEWALL
4 PLY NYLON

Every Mystery Box
Contains Guaranteed
Values Well Worth
$1.17 to $7.50
or More.
Only ..

$20.911NCT
LUDED
WITH TRADE OFF
YOUR CAR
FREE MOUNTING

Come In Pick A Package

10,000 EXTRA VOTES ON EACH PACKAGE
STORE HOURS

Sale

Murray,

Phone 753-5617

7

aln• to s pm'

OPENING DAY SPECIAL

ON ALL
FISHING EQUIPMENT

Artificial Bait

1

/11101611111 uu.iWItiton4

This Week.

BUY ONE AT REGULAR
PRICE
AND RECEIVE SECOND
(same price)
FOR

OVER $800.00 IN PRIZES
SAVE Hill
VENTILATED
CAR

SAVE 92c
GALLON

SEAT CUSHIONS
FOR SUMMER COMFORT
Sale

97C

WAS KM

SAVE 9tc
JOHNSON CAR

WEATHER WAX
THE SHINE FOR ANY
WEATHER
Sjle

97C WAS

$1.99

PICNIC JUG
WITH SPOUT
Sale

sr..
$1.77'

ALL
CORNING
WARE
SALE
ON

lit PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIM
4th pnizE
5th PRIZE
4th PRIZE
711' PRIZE
4th PRIZE
Rh PRIZE
16th PRIZE
PRIZES WILL

3 Pt

RAssETT BEDROOM SUITE

PAIR GOODYEAR TIRES
RE SET
K DAINETTE
7 PC
3PC.REVERE CO0
DELUXE BARBEQUE OVEN
GE VACUUM CLEANER
GE ELECMIC SKILLET
GE BLENDER
(3lE STEAM IRON
PORTABLE MIXER

GE

BE AWA R DEO
June

Ptak

30 $71

Bring this Coupon to Our Store Today!
Name
Address
Phone

SHOTGUN
$119.11

SAVE $23.00
WINCHESTER, 12 GA.

SLIDE ACTION 1200
$89.11
WAS $1141,ft

• e con.
You see
the ground around yi
the next few week:
alarmed. It'll be 1
Water and Sew(
checking on leal
sewerage system.Thi
to keep surface watt
system, which app/
difficult task. In th4
folks connected the
from the house to the
breaks in the line all
water to get in; and
other things cause
everytime it rains, ti
sewerage running
disposal plant increi

This surface water
treated as though 1
sewerage. This ta
chemicals, time, we
on machinery, etc. s
the drive is under
surface water from
the system.
The smoke will be to
the system and if th
the smoke gets out
the surface. Then th
and -epair the line.
An engineer engage
,
onstruction in Cent
expla ined to one of
hying alongside the
the advantages thi
would bring him.
illustrate his point,
native,"How long d
carry your produce
(Continued on T'ag

The Wea
mingiz=zzamEs

SAVE $40.00 WINCIHUITER 12 GA.
141111 AUTOMATIC
WAS $159.95

Seen&I-Arour
Murre

LARGE SELECTION
ASSORTED TOOLS
FOR THE HANDYMAN
LAST SALE PRICE 96c

Mostly sunny
Kentucky today al
and clear tonight
showers and thundet
likely during the tat
and evenings. Nc
temperature char
today and Saturday
low 90s. Lows tonigh
70s.

OUTLOOK THR
TUESDAY
Continued warm
with chanke of after
each day. Highs in t
90e4 Lows in the 605

COPY DAMAGED

